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Many ave wondered what it is like,
but staff writer Rachel Kirk spent two hours Monday n·ght

RSEC hours
to ·relieve lack
of recreation

•••

BY SHELLEY STREET
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Carr Health Building closure has prompted
Student Government Association President Michael
Thome to gather University officials and discuss
recreation options for students.
Students using the Regional Special Events Center
could see expanded hours as soon as Oct. l. Racer
Arena may also be used more, and the National
Scouting Museum could be converted into a recreation facility next spring.
"We've got great facilities and lots of space and
we're eager to provide whatever recreation options
we can provide," said Jim Carter, vice president of
institution al advancement.
Vice President of Stud ent Affairs Don Robertson
said a committee consisting of him, Carter, Thome,
Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs Gary
Brockway, Curris Center Director Jim Saurer and
Allison Epperson, coordinator of intracollcgiate
sports and recreation, met Monday to discuss what
faci lities could be made available.
"We're certainly committed to providing recreational facilities as much as possible during this
interim period," Brockway said.
University President Kern Alexander said he is in
favor of students using RSEC more.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Please see RSECIIS

Staff writer Rachel Kirk hands a meal to a student Monday night in Wi nslow Dining Hall. Kirk worked under MSU Food Services supervision for two houn, serving mashed potatoes and gravy to several hungry patrons.

SERVING TIME at WINSLOW
hen you are s lapping
down mashed potatoes
and gravy on a plate, you
do not have time fol'
small talk. I learned this Monday
night during my two-hour stint as a
Winslmv Dining Hall worker.

W

I was transformed from a pen-anJ-papertoting reporter into a plastic-glove-wielding
Winslow worker.
~iine is not your typical Cinderella s tory,
though. Instead of glas~ slippers and a baU
gown, I wore running shoes and a royal
blue apron.
While the exp~.!rience is not what I would
call glamorous, it was interesting.
Amid the clatter of plates and silvenvare,
T hc,m.l someone from the kitchen yell
"They 'rl? backed up to the door!" to no one
in particular. The steam tabll!s fogged up
the glass, so the students could not see

what they were asking for on their plples.
" I think it's corn, but I'm not sure," one
student said. "I want some of that yellow
stuff."
When students are linL'<i up to thl' doors,
you hnvc little time to explain that in fact it
is corn.
Winslow Manager Linda Hollingsworth
said the busiest times for Winslow are from
4:45 to 6:15 p.m . and from 6:30 toR p.m.
"We feed close to 1,200 students a night
and 1,300 on Wednesdays," Hollingsworth
said.
Wednesday eYening is always the busiest
because it is chicken strip night, a favorite
of the students.
Hollingsworth said students consume 500
pounds of chicken strips in one night.
''The volume that we go through is outstanding," Hollingsworth said. "We go
through 50 g.1llonc; of ketchup and 300 to
500 pounds of bacon a week."
All of that food requiri?S a large work

force to prepare it and get it out to the s tudents. Winslow employs 30 student workers and 45 full-time workers.
Rhonda Adams, a cook from Cuba, Ky..
was one of rn•o kitchen cooks Monday
night
Adams said that day she had already
made meatloaf, vegetables and bread, and
had cleaned up n lot of messes. By the time
I caught up with her, she was making gravy
in a huge pot with a 3-foot wire whisk.
Adams said she enjoys her job and thinks
it helps to be a people person.
"I get to meet people from all over,"
Adams said . "Ninety percent are really nice
and wiH carry on a conversation with you ."
Linda Wilson, a 15-year employee and
line worker, said most students are friendly.
"They have good atti~udes/' Wilson said.
"They're nice and we try to be nice to
them."
PJcase ~ WINSLOW/I S

Roy, Whitfield square off on issues
THE U.S.
HOUSE SEAT
IN THE 1ST
DISTRICT IS UP
FOR GRABS
BETWEEN TWO
BENTON AND
H OPKI NSVI LlE
NATIVES.

which put more jobs into the
N EWS EDITOR
community, and in turn, put
Brian Roy wants to be the fi rst more money into the pockets of
Murray State graduate to sen·e his constituents.
in the U.S. House of Representa" [ think we have to be more
tiv~.
. socially involved," Roy said. "He
Meanwhile, Ed Whitfield, R- (Whitfield) cuts a lot of proKy., is doing all he can to protect grams. I'm not against cuts if
his seat from his Democratic con- they're necessary, but T don't
tender.
think they should be off the
Voters in the bt Congressional backs of the working class."
Dis trict will decide whether the
Whitfield, 57, gave a different
challenger or incumbent will pers pective on government
come out on top in the Nov. 7 spend ing in a phone interview
election.
Wedne~day. He said the RepubRny, 45, s<1id the biggest differ- Lican -controlled
Congress
ence between him and Whitfield reduced the national debt $51 bilis their philosophy toward :-;ocial lion in 1998 and $88 billion in
prog rams. He said he justifies 1999.
govt~ rnment s pending on pro"One p.ut of the federal govgr.lms s u ch as (OIIege loans, ernment that will probably have
BY LISA WHEAT

News
Lower than expected
capacity at Murray Place
Apartments has officinls
regretting its late opening,
but they' re optimistic numbers wiJJ rise soon.
•st:e Page 6

the most impact on students ...
w ill simply be the financial
health of our country," Whitfield
said . "That's the first time money
has been used to pay off the federal debt since the mid-60s."
Whitfield, who earned his law
degree from the University of
Kentucky, said throughout his
four years in Congress, he supported legislation that will provide $10.2 billion in student
financial aid next year.
If elected, Roy said he would
advocate programs to help working parents get a college education. The first in his family to
earn a college degree, Roy graduated from Murray State in 1995

ViewPoint
Loree Stark
discusses
problems with
bringing a rave to
the Regional Special
Events Center.

-........:;"""'----=--'

•see Page 4

Plca<tc sec CANDIDATES/IS

'Wet/dry' issue
has longstanding
history in Murray
BY MARO OwEN
STAff WRITER

Although the "wet/dry" vote is nothing new in
Murray, the opposition is much quieter this time
around.
County Clerk Ray Coursey said the vote is less controversial now than in 1985 and 1988 because residents
are not deciding on the total sale of alcohol, as they
did then.
Rob Huth, Student Government Association p resident in 1985, helped initiate the campaign in support
of the sale of alcohol. From a phone interview from his
Michigan residence, Huth said the supporting side
had many reasons for advocating the sale of alcohol
back then.
"The fact is people are going to drink, but we tried
Ple-.asc see WET/DRY/18

Top three priorities

Brian
Roy

1. Prescrip tion
medicine
through
deductible
programs w ith
Medicare
2. Public
education
3. Economic
. development
in western
Kentucky

l . lncrease
availability of
health care for
all citizens
2. Economic
development
in western
Kentucky
3. Stabilize
socia I security
for future
generations

Ed

Whitfield

~~
erectton

2000

RohPrt Pieroni/T/w News

College Life
Got an
addiction, like
video games?
You 're not alone.
Many students
struggle with vices.
•see Page 9

Jacquis
McDuffie and
the Murray State
Racers take on
Middle Tennessee
Saturday.
•see Page 14

Check out our official
site on the Internet,
www. thenews.org for
more in-depth
coverage of MSU.
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Weekly
Forecast

Saturday:
Mostly sunny
1-ligh: 70
Low: 45
Sunday:
~artly cloudy
1-l,igh: 75
Low: 53
Monday:
Partly cloudy
High: 78
Low: 56

Tuesday:
Partly cloudy
High: 81

Low: 55
Wednesday:
Partly doudy
High: 81
Low: 54

www.VP..atller com

762-4468

am pus

Correction

Today:
Partly cloudy
High:78
Low: 41

Sourco National
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NEWS EDITOR: LISA WHEAT
PHONE:

Cloud

Weather SeMCe
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The dogs identified in a feature
photo last week belong to chemistry
professor Judy Ratliff, not Elaine
Ratliff.

Five-week vegetarian
class to be held Mondays
A \'egetarian cooking class will be
conducted every Monday at 6 p.m.
for five weeks bt!ginning Sept. 18 at
the Murrav Seventh-day Adn•ntis!
Church a"t 15th anct' Sycamore
streets.
For more information, phone 753-

0835.

Program to infonn students
about organ donations
A program hosted by Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity will be offered
at 7 p.m. Oct. 12 in the Curris Center
Barkley Room. It is designed to provide information to students and
the community on organ donation
as it relates to African-Americans.

Earth and space scientist
to hold lectures, workshops
Visiting Earth and Space Scientist
Karen H4vholm will conduct workshops and present severalsemin.us
Sundtty to Tuesday.
The events are open to all student<> and faculty interested in geoscience.
• 8 n.m. to 3 p.m. Sunday- Field trip
in western Kentucky, departing at 8
a.m. from Wibon Hall.
• 6:30 p.m. Sunday - "Geoscience
and You'' lecture in Elizabeth Col·
lege Lounge.
• 10:30 a.m. Monday - "Geosciences? Why Should you Care?''
lecture in Wilson Hall room 212.

.NEWS
· Ho.w to
· reacb ·us

.1•

'I

r

Limited seating is av.lilable.
• 2:30 p .m. Monday - "Shake and
Bake: How Do We Know About
Plates?" developmental science
workshop lor teachers in Collins
Center for Industry and Technology
room 132. lhis workshop is limited
to 34 participants.
• 6:30p.m . Monday- "National and
Silte Earth Science Standards- What
;,re they and why should we c.tre?"
lecture in Wrather West Kentucky
Museum . An informal reception
will follow the pr~entation .
• 9:30a.m. Tue!'day- "UndergraduJte Research- Why and How" informal session in Freed Curd Auditorium, room 231.
Anyone interested in attending
the workshop or the Monday
C\'ening session or seeking more
information should contact Peter
Whaley at 762-2408 or peter.whaley@murraysta te.edu.

MurrctY State celebrates
Founder's Day on Thursday
The University will hold a
Founder's Day celcbr.1tion 2 p .m.
Thursday .lt the Wr.1ther West Kentucky Mu~eum .
Colden Horseshoe awards for
voluntt>er ~ervice to the Uniwrsity
will b~ presented to Eldon Heath~ott, class of 1959, retired chair of
the agriculture department; Brent
Yonts, class of 1971, state representative and attomev from Greenville;
and jan Covington Yonts, 1971,
guidance counselor at Muhlenberg
South High Schon!, abo from
GreenvilJe.
The Murray State Alumni Association extends an invtt<ltion to all faculty, staft, students and friends of

Ryan Brooks/The News

Sketc/1y thinking: Amanda Cottner, sophomore from Louisville, works on an assignment
in front of Pogue Library Thursday morning for her Drawing I class. Cottner sketched flowers and
the statue of Rainey T. Wells as part of a project to complete 20 thumbnails.
the Universitv to this event and a
reception imr!;ediately following.

Governor announces
Assisted Uving Week
Kentuckv Gov. Paul Patton has
proclaimed Sept. 10 to 16 as Ken·

tucky Assisted Living Week. Assisted living communities provide preferred housing and services for people need ing assistance, but wh o
don't require nursing hom e placement.
For more information o n assis ted

living in your area, contact the Kentucky Assisted Living Facilities
Association at 502-420-9820.

Briefs are compife,l by Sltelley Street,
assistant news editor, and Brandi
Williams, assistant college Iif!! editor.

Editor·ln.Chief: 762·6877

" THE M URRAY STATE NEWS O N LINE" FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT THAT

News: 762-4468

GOES INTO EACH FRIDAY'S EDITION OF bTHE MURRAY STATE NEWS.H "THE NEWS

College Life: 762-4480

0NUNEH IS UPDATED EACH THURSDAY NIGHT.

Viewpoint: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Mvertising: 762·4478

News: http://www.thenews.org/news.htm
College Life: http:// www.thenews.org/life.htm
VIewpoint http://www.thenews.org/opinion.htm
Sports: littp://www.thenews.org/sports.htm
Online: http:// www.the news.org/online .htm

h ,,,,.:

Fax: 762-Jii.S ~ ...

www.thenews.org

E·Mail: thenews@murroystote .edu

RETIREMENT

•

•

We're giving away this 187 Cadillac Coup de VIlle
on Halloween! (Oct. 31st, 6 pm)

.•

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

Why is TIAA-CREF the

#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage .

.·
Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF.
And for good reasons:

REGISTER NOW! SEPTEMBER THRU OCT. 31ST
AT

·aRANDON ~IUl&WORlD
1300 N. 121 BYPASS (NEXT TO LOWE'S) • MURRAY, KY

The Dealership That's Doing Business

• Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
• A solid history of performance and exceptional
personal service
• A strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income opttons
For decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest farand enjoy-successful retirements.

THE 'JJIAA·CREF
ADVANTAGE
Investment Expertise
Low Expenses
Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.
Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF.

A New and Exciting Way!
CALL US ,.ODAY

(270) 753-5315. 1·8011-455-531
1.) Must be 18 Yrs of Age to Reg1ster
2.) Must Register on a Salesman's Business Card
3.) Winner will be responsible tor tax. title. & license
4 ) MUST be present to win, No Purc11ase Necessary

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.•

1.800.842.2776
www. tiaa-cref.org

For tTIO(e complete infonnatJoo oo our se<unties products, please ca111.800.842.2 733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read ~m carefully
before you 1nvest. • llAA·CREF Individual and InstitUtional SeMces, Inc. distnbutes the CREF and llAA Real Estate vanable anoll1ties. • Teachers
Personal Investors Serv~ces. Inc. distnbutes the Personal Annu1t1es variable annu1ty component, mutual funds and tUillan savt~gs agreements. •
T1AA and llAA.CREF Life Insurance Co , New YorK, NY. 1ssue 1nsurance and annu•ties. • llAA·CREF Trust Company. FSB provtdes trust sei'VICeS
• Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are n~bank guaranteed. 0 2000TIAA.CREF08103
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Vision Quest funds
on schedule to reach
$25 million target
A $3 MILLION
DONATION
WAS AMONG
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
FUND-RAISING
CAMPAIGN
THAT BEGAN
HOMECOMING LAST
YEAR.

BY JOHN

K.

M OORE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Some may call $25 million in two years an
impossible dream. But Alumni Affairs is seeing
that goal become reality.
With considerable support and a $3 million
donation, University officials said Vision Quest,
Murray State's fund-raising effort, continues on
target overall. The fund-raiser began Homecoming 1999.
The campaign's goal of $25 million by February
or March 2001 has now reached approximately
$15 million in donations or pledges, with requests
for matching state funds bringing the total to $18
million, said Roger Reichmuth, director of development.
Of the total amount counted, some of the money
has come in the form of three-to-five-year pledges,
while other money has already been received.
"We set a short timeline to raise a reasonable
amount of money," said President Kern Alexander.
A large multi-million dollar doration doesn't
happen often. Alexander said that for a school to
be given $3 million without restriction doesn't
happen at the University of Louisville or University of Kentucky, but it happened at Murray State.
"We were pleased, astonished really, that we
have such good friends of the University that they
say 'Here is $3 million for your endowment to
spend how you think is the best for the University,' " he said.
·
Relationships that foster those type of donations
are typically formed over a several year period
and are seldom impulsive, Reichmuth said.
While most funding areas receive matching contributions from the commonwealth of Kentucky's
Regional University Trust Fund, some do not.
Many of the areas that received matching funds
are targeted for improvement, such as upgrading
technology across campus, enhancing the athletics
department, expanding library resources and
funding additional scholarships to attract more
quality students.
Other areas Vision Quest will attempt to
improve are the Center for Telecommunication
Systems, the general fund and endowed academic chairs and endowed professorships to attract
and keep high quality faculty members.
Because the end result is intended to be a better
quality education for students, many donations
are made specifically for some areas.

3

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, Sept. 7
2:19 p.m. A person was stuck on
the Hester College elevator
between the sixth and seventh
floors.
2:36 p.m. An officer issued a verbal warning for cllsregarding the
stop sign at Winslow Dining
Hall and Hart College.
6:12 p.m. It was reported there
was no electrical power in Ordway Hall.
6:31 p.m. It was reported there
was no electrical power in the
Lovett Auditorium sound booth.
7:45 p.m. An officer issued a verbal warning for disregarding a
stop sign at 15th Street ,md Elizabeth College.

Friday, Sept. 8
2:44 a.m. A power outage was
reported over the entire campus.
3:27 a.m. A possibly intoxicated
male at Hart College was reported lying in the floor and causing
problems outside of room 534
for the second night in a row.
4:35 a.m. A siren fell off a police
car and was run over while an
officer was on patrol.
5:56 a.m. An officer made a traffic stop at Main and South lOth
streets for a vehicle with no tail
lights.

Saturday, Sept. 9

Sunday, Sept. 10

3:09 a.m. There was water leaking from the ceiling of a Richmond Co11ege room. The caller
advised that the cause was a person in an upstairs room who had
passed out in the shower, causing the shower to overflow and
cause various types of damage to
the area.
3:35 a.m. Medical assistance was
requested for a Richmond College student who vomited multiple times, but was alert, conscious and drinking fluids.
4:03 p.m. Drains stopped in
Clark College caused rooms 313
and 314 to be flooded.
8:45 p.m. Domestic violence was
reported at College Courts. Nonstudent Scott Haley was warned
to stay off campus or be arrested
for criminal trespassing.
11 p.m. An officer issued a verbal warning for failure to illuminate at the Baptist Student Union
parking lot.
11:29 p.m. The Hart College resi·
dence director reported a drunk·
en non-student male in room

1:34 p.m. A person was trapped
in an elevator on the Business
Building South fourth floor.

641.

11:44 p.m. An officer issued a
citation for a drug-related incident in Hart College room 406.

Monday, Sept. 11
4:24 p.m. An officer transported
a student to the hospital for a
mental health evaluation.
6:25p.m. A caller reported a car
alarm going off all the previous
night and all day in the Richmond College lot. The owner
was asked to move the vehicle.

Tuesday, Sept. 12
3:06 a.m. The Hart College residence director reported harassing phone calls.
6:21 a.m. The Calloway County
Jail reported Terrence Tillman,
senior from Memphis, Tenn .,
was jailed on fourth-degree
assault charges.
9:21 a.m. Elizabeth College
reported alcohol possession by a
minor.
9:29 a.m. Elizabeth College
reported alcohol possession by a
minor.
10:50 a.m. A professor reported a
student receiving questionable emails at the Collins Center for
Industry and Technology.

7:49 p.m. An officer issued a ver·
bal warning in the residential
college circle for disregarding a
stop sign, driving recklessly and
failure to wear corrective lenses.
10 p.m. A broken lock was
reported on Wilson Hall's east
door.
11:56 p.m. The central plant
reported the double doors on the
Carman Animal Health and
Technology Center south side
had been forcibly opened and
requested an officer to look over
the building.

Wednesday, Sept. 13
8:46a.m. A fire alarm sounded in
Woods Hall. The Murray Fire
Department was notified. Everything was OK.
11:26 a.m. A student with shortness of breath was taken to the
emergency room.
9:54 p.m. A bike was stolen from
a parking lot north of Winslow
Dining Hall.
Racer Escorts - 5
Motorist Assists - 7

Police Beat is compiled by Sltt>lley
Street, assistant news editor, from
mattrials available at Public Safety.
All dispatched calls are not
necessarily listed.

Coursey: Wet petition now official
BY GREG STARK
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

It's official: Murray will have
an election on the "moist" issue
in November.
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey said the petition to
have an election for alcohol
sales in some Murray restaurants was verified Tuesday.
The original list of signatures
was turned in Sept. 6, but
Coursey was unable to verify
many of the signatures.
"There were a few people
who lived in Almo and the
county who were not eligible to
vote in the city," Coursey said.
"There were some who signed

the petition who registered to
vote a week later."
The minimum number of verified signatures for the petition
is 355.
Out of 650 signatures,
Coursey was only able to verify
342; however, 56 signatures
were turned in Sept. 8 and
Coursey verified 30 of them,
putting the petition over the
minimum.
Coursey said anyone who
signed the petition in Murray
and Hazel had to be registered
to vote or their names were not
counted on the list.
"I had some that signed it that
signed it on Monday and registered to vote on Monday," he

said. "Those who might have
signed it on Monday and registered to vote on Friday, I couldn't count those."
Coursey said other problems
with verifying people were
because of how they signed
their name to the petition. For
instance, if people go by their
middle and last names and
signed that to the petition,
Coursey had to match their
birthdates with their full name.
Restaurant
Referendum
spokesperson Mike Cowen said
some of the people whose
names weren' t counted as signatures might have failed to
read the petition's directions.
In some cases, the registration

paperwork didn't get back to
the county clerk's office the
same day the petition was
signed.
"We were registering voters
at the same time we were taking
signatures,"
Cowen
said.
"That's exactly what happened.
They signed the registration at
the same time they signed the
petition."
Cowen also made dear those
who are registered to vote can
participate in the November
elections.
"The people who have registered to vote are registered (in
November)," he said. "They
just were not counted on the
petition."
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If you haven't already heard, Attitudes has
moved! For the past 4 years we have been
located on campus across from Sparks Hall.
Times have changed and so have the needs
of our customers. We have put all our
effort into making our new shop great! We
hope everyone loves it just as much as we
do. We'd just like to say 11 Thank you."
Without our customers, we would not be
where we are today.

16th Street

Boulders

ViewPoint

VIEWPOINT EDITOR: LOREE STARK

PHONE:

762-4468

Changes to RSEC
e recreation hours
Week needed long ago

Question

What do you think
about the dismissal of Our View
Issu E:
Indiana University
RSEC IS FINALLY
OPENING
ITS
coach Bob Knight?
DOORS TO ALL

STUDENTS FOR
RECREATIONAL

"I

DON'T CARE.

PURPOSES.

IT DOESN'T

POSITION:

AFFECT ME EITHER

ALTHOUGH

WAY."

RSEC Will BE
AN EXCEllENT
RECREATIONAL

AMANDA fRAZIER

FACIUTY FOR

~.Websllw

STUDENTS, WHY
HAS IT TAKEN
THIS LONG?
11

BAS~D ON

PREVIOUS
BEHAVIOR, HIS
DISMISSAL IS
LONG
OVERDUE. "
j ON ERNSTBERGER
~.Murray

"I

DON'T THINK
HE SHOULD
HAVE BEEN
FIRED. HE'S

BEEN THERE FOR

30 YEARS."
Freshman, Lexmgton

11

HIS ATTITUDE

ON AND OFF THE
COURT CHANGED
THE WAY HE WAS
VIEWED."

Since the Regional Special
Events Center opened a little
over two years ago, it has
housed more than a few con- 1
certs and all of the Racer basketbaU home games.
However, outside of weekend nights and during the
off season, it seems as
though
RSEC, Murray
State's shining new recreational facility, has been
pretty much empty.
In the past two years, the
time allotted for students to
come in and take advantage
of what RSEC has to offer
has been marginal.
Even with the daytime
hours allotted for students to
use the facility, they had to
have a scheduled appointment to do so.
That's not exactly convenient for Joe Student who
wants to relax and shoot
some hoops between classes.
But, thanks to an effort
made by Student Government Association President
Michael Thome and other
UniversitY officials, all of
this is changing.
In the near future, students
may be allowed to utilize

In My
Opinion

" WHo's
BOBBY
KNIGHT? "

LOREE
STARK
" ... FOR

$ 12, I

THINK THEY
Loree Stc1rk/The News

SHOULD
THROW

NEWS
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l<SEC ts

FINALLY oPEN.

Firstly, it denotes a lack of
motivation on part of University officials, who may be
more concerned with wins
and losses with th~ Racer
basketball team than they
are wi.th the othel' thousands
of students who could utilize RSEC the other six days
a week.
Also, Thorne deserves a

pat on the back for bringing
such problems into the light
and proposing a viable solution.
RSEC was an excellent
addition to the campus of
Murray State University. It is
about time that ev~ryone on
campus had the chance to
experience what it has to
offer.

Rave at RSEC draws skepticism
ln the past year, R..c:;Ec has been
blessed by more than a few
crowd-drawing shows. It has
enjoyed the presence of Lit
Garbage, a couple of country
singers and of course, Racer basketball.
But this year, RSEC will cross
previously untouched bound aries in Murray. This year, RSEC
will be home to a "rave."
For those of you who don't
know what a rave is, I can't do
much to inform you. Webster
doesn't offer a suitable definition
and I've never been to one. The
only personal experience I've had
with <1 rave was an episode of
"Saved by the Bell: The College
Years."
Zach and Slater decided to
paint the walls black in a professor's classroom and hold a rave
for a few hundred of their dosest,
most personal friends. But, it was
the early '90s then ,1nd I was in
middle school, so I don't remem1

Jumor, Henderson

RSEC's facilities in a somewhat more convenient timeframe, optimally from 3 to 11
p.m., without appointment,
if everything goes as discussed.
Although the implementation of more convenient
hours at RSEC presents more
opportunities for students to '
take advantage of recreational facilities, we wonder what
has taken so long.
After two years of existing
on the campus of Murray
State, it seems that RSEC
would have been more
accessible earlier on.
Why has it taken a new
University official, specifically the implementation of
a new SGA president, to take
care of problems that have
been on campus for an
extended period of time?
The alterations to RSEC's
hours should have been
brought up for discussion at
least a year-and-a-half ago.
The fact it has taken two
years to see something that
was built on a coUege campus finally become accer,s'ible to the students who
made it possible brings forward two points.
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ECSTASY AND A
GLOWSTICK IN
FOR FREE. "

2609 University Station
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Murray, Kentucky 42071 -3301
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ber too much about the surround- the rave. And not only did they I'm positive that everyone will be
ings or the "goings-on" at the have to tell you about Lhe mve, dancing, singing and moving to
rave. I'm 98 percent sure it wasn't they had to whisper it through the grooving with the best tt-chno
an accurate portrayal anyway. All the side of their mouth when no that the tri·state aren has to offer,
I remember is that Screech was one else is looking. You see, raves but fl)r $12 I think they should
supposed to get Slater sc,me nitric arc secretive in nature. That may throw in ecstasy and a glowstick
oxide and he came back with heli - be why I've never been to one for free.
urn instead. Oh, Screech.
R,wes are not, l repeat, arc not,
Just joking. J could care less
In the past few years f'vc highly advertist.•d.
,\bout the glowstick.
become friends with some people
And they cert.1inly nren't held
All I'm trying tll do here is surin my hometown who refer to in the Regional Special Events vey the situation in a rational
matter. Either raves MI.? becoming
themselves as "ravers." These Center in Murr<ly, Ky.
people wait until the weekend!',
And thb is pwciscly why I was extremely commt>..rcinlizcd and .11l
thrnw on their "party gear" (i.e. J little concl;)rncd when someone I have to do to become a part of
huge pants, little shirts, colored told me .1bout a ra\'e in Murray the scene is hop on down to Padgl.1sscs and lots and lob of large and handed p1e a flier promoting ucah and pkk up :;orne huge
pla~tic-like jewelry that they
the event. Sure, it doesn't say pants, little shirts and some plasprobably borrowed from their lit· "rave" on the tlicr, but I think we tic jewelry, or maybe this is whole
tie brother or sister), and proceed all know vvhat "twister" re.11Iy RSEC r,we thing b about ns ratioto hit up Nashville or St. Louis means. And for ,1ddilinnal infor· nal as Screcc:h trying tu procurl?
looking for a ra\'e,
mcltion, the flier encourages you some nitric oxide for Slater.
Let's just get this straight, kids:
Note th.ltl said "looking for."
to seek ravex.cnm. And if every·
You see, in my m~·k cxperi- one's calling it a rave, \•veil, we I don't want to ~ee any helium at
cncc, l've found that you have to . know the rest of the story.
RSEC.
go out and find the party scene
And then I saw the price of the
when you want to go to a rave. r,we: $12! Twelve dollars to Loree Stark ts tlte' viewpoiflt editor
Someone had to tell you about spend eight hours in RSEC! Sure, ji1r "Titc Murray Stalt• Nt•ws."
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Most of you know me os the
large, orangc·haircd, black man
who Si'lng with the Racer Band ,11
the first football game halftime
show. Several of you know me a~
the lead singer of Soul Belly, or
from entertaining at special
events on cumpus such as Mr.
and
Miss
MSU
pageants
andn~ceptions. Some of you even
know me as your tour guide
from visiting MSU. And others of
you kno>v me as your peer, your
friend and J dedicated musician
in the College of Humanities and
Fine Arts.

The necessity to share the following with you is not an
attempt to gain your praise or
pity, glory or shame. But it is an
attempt to get the truth that I feel
I deserve from a professor whn
has not yet offered it to me. Aftt!r
seven years of dedicated nwmber:;hip to the MSU Concert
Choir, I was cut from the ensemble. My audition took place on
Aug. 23 and when the results
were posted on Aug. 24, my
name was not included on the
list.
Not to say that I am more
musically advanced th.u' others
in the ensemble, but 1 was \'Cry
shocked .1t this result. In the
seven years I wao; in concert choir
I ,1chievcd the following: I was a

soloist numerous times, I was
selected for the Chambers
Singers severJI times. J partid·
pated in the Kentucky AJI·Cnllegi,\te Choir and was a soloist.
And I placed second and third
place in the l~cgional National
Associa lion of Te,H:hers of
Singers Competition.
I feel these accomplishments
prove my worthiness ot the
ensemble. Furthermore, I fl•l'l I
h.we earned the right to at least
know why I wasn't chosen for
the ensemble, which is yet to be
told.
En•n faculty membl•rs in the
department uf music ques tion
this judgment. I <1m not asking to
be placed in concert choir. But I
am asking th.1t I be told the rca-

son behind the decision bl.'c,wsc I
Write to us
question the integrity of the audition process. In all honesty, I will "The Murray
find it extrcmdy difficult to State News"
encourage pro!:>pe<:tivc students welcomes
to audition for the ensemble. I commentaries
feel thnt the ,wdition process ha!:> and letters to the
editor. Letters
no \'alidity.
I am nnt the only member whn should be 300
wa!:> cut from the l'nsemble, but I words or fewer
probably hold the decision mort> and must be
personally th •.m some of the oth- signed.
ers. This b because my dedica- Contributors
tion and service spc,lk5 for itself. should include
So, I ask that each of you faculty, addresses and
staft, studl.'nts and friends stand phone numbers
behind my decision to demand « for verification.
Please include
justifiable excuse.
homctmvn,
classification,
title
Stephen D. Keene
or relationship to
Senior from Loub,•ille
the University.
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Racing trip brings on many frustrations
ROSSBURG, Ohio - I sat with
about 35,000 of my closest friends Friday night waiting for World 100 qualifying at Eldora Speedway, wondering when the party would begin.
A young woman walked along the
concourse in a tight-fitting red tanktop and gave all of us in the Turn 1
grandstands the sign (with both
hands, no less) that we were number
one. A cascade of boos and catcalls
came down upon her. r decided then
and there that the party had begun.
Actually this year's trip to the
World 100 wasn' t filled with as much
controversy, public drunkenness and
partying as it has in years past; however, the trip was filled more with
frustration for me than anything else.
Before I get into the part about my
frustration, let me mention a few
unusual things that happened at the
race this year.
I did see two teen-agers get into a
fight. Security, which consisted of a
rotund man, came over and held
them down against a small truck and
told them, and 1 quote: "DON'T

MOVE!"
The security was very strict this
year. Even though the track is fenced
in where no one can come in from the
outside, we had to show our ticket
before we could go out to the car and
get a beverage out of the cooler. They
gave us a small "pass-out" slip we
had to show, along with our ticket
stub for readmittance.
While racing was heavy in the air,
there were signs you couldn't get
away from real life. I saw a man holding a sign in the Tum 3 grandstands
that said "Vote Gore/Lieberman
2000." I chided my Dad, who is a
Bush man, about that sign.
Well, here's my story about the
frustration. Actually, the site where
the frustration occurred was in a different town. OK, l guess I need to
start a new story.
RICHMOND, Ind. - The dust had
yet to settle on Billy Moyer's fifth victory in "the Daytona 500 of dirt racing," the World 100, when we came
back to the town of our temporary
residence and were winding down by

eating a meal at the Steak 'n Shake
restaurant across from our hotel,
because my father and I had not eaten
since breakfast.
Actually, we were planning on eating a meal at the Steak 'n Shake. We
just had to grovel and wait.
You see, this restaurant that my sister religiously visits isn't all it's
cracked up to be, in my humble opinion. [ would put Denny's and Waffle
House ahead of Steak 'n Shake any
day of the week, in that order.
I know I pissed off a lot of Waffle
House fans out there by ranking them
in that order, but I don't care. The
point is, Steak 'n Shake sucks. When
we arrived at the restaurant, we were
not surprised to find it crowded with
race fans.
We went in and saw a sign that said
"Seat yourself." So we did. And we
waited for about 15 minutes before a
waitress took our order. It would
have been longer if Dad had not
informed a waitress that we had not
been waited on.
While we were waiting, I saw the

Internet advertising
could be too much
In My
Opinion

SHELLEY
STREET

"I DON'T
APPRECIATE
THIS KIND OF
SNEAKY
ADVERTISING
TECHNIQUE,
ESPECIALLY
WHEN IT IS
PRINTED All
OVER MY
BREAKFAST. t t

The information superhighway
has taken up residence inside my
egg carton, and I want it out!
The other morning I crawled
out of bed and made my blearyeyed way to the kitchen, where I
decided to scramble an egg for
breakfast. I reached into the
refrigerator, dug an egg out of the
carton and cracked it on the side
of the pan when I noticed something was horribly wrong with
my egg. Someone had stamped it
with indelible red ink that read
"Visit goodegg.com."
After breakfast, I popped open
my egg carton to examine the evidence. The six eggs on the back
row had been carefully labeled on
the side that faced the rear of the
IGA egg carton. That was why
when I had done my quick store
perusal to make sure none of the
eggs were broken that I had not
noticed it.
I don't appreciate this kind of
sneaky advertising technique,
especially when it is printed aU
over my breakfast.
I have always been a supporter
of the lntemet. r use Net-based email, have my own Web site, surf
sites for fun and research, buy
Christmas gifts on-line and post
occasional messages on electronic
bulletin boards; however, I have
never had the uncontrollable urge
to use the Internet to find out how
my eggs were processed.
Many food companies now
include their Web site on packaging. I don' t know what sort of
people take a look at

history of Steak 'n Shake on the back
and saw where the first restaurant
had been built in Normal, Ill. I
thought that might be a curious road
trip. Nah, I think it's been done before
Anyhow, we both placed our
orders. I remember that I ordered a
double cheeseburger with fries,
because I was slightly hungry. I know
the Steak 'n Shake motto has something to do with waiting for your
order to be cooked. Well, that was
ridiculous. Dad and I waited for 20
minutes for our orders, and when
mine came, it was wrong. So, I wolfed
down a single cheeseburger with
fries. And the fries looked like twigs.
And since I spent much of my vacation in Indiana,'( can't help but put in
my 2 cents worth about the firing of
Indiana University basketball dictator Bob Knight, which occurred while
we traveled through Indiana.
So I guess I have to start another
story.
INDIANAPOLIS - Indiana University
President
Myles Brand

announced a news conference for
Sunday afternoon concerning the
future of Indiana basketball Coach
Bob Knight.
And I had a feeling the tone of this
announcement would not be like the
words of one-hit wonder R. Dean
Taylor: ''Indiana wants me, no I can't
go back there ..."
We didn't find out the news of the
Knight firing until we got back home,
but I wilJ spare you the problems of
putting a Paducah dateline on the
story and breaking the record for
most datelines in a story.
So, what were the morals of this
story?
• Eldora Speedway security is too
strict.
•Steak 'n Shake sucks.
• Bob Knight got fired.
So, I'm going to leave you with a
thought
from
my
favorite
priceline.com commercial: "Where
are you going to? Do you know?"

In My
Opinion

GREG
STARK

" ••• HOWEVER,
THE TRIP WAS
FILLED MORE
WITH
FRUSTRATION
FOR ME THAN
ANYTHING
ELSE."

Greg Stark is the associate editor for "The
Murray State News."

A "EAf<TwA~fNG- ScE,NE fRoM 1-HE upcoMING- f1LM
BRAVEHEA\<T IL: THE-WRATH of RoBfRT T"E- KNtGHT
AND THr IU STUDENTs

chickenofthesea.com before buying tuna fish, or who shops at the
on-line store there.
Advertisers are bringing the
Coke vs. Pepsi battle into cyberspace, too. Coke executives have
spent thousands of dollars on
cocacola.com, a site that includes
a downloadable Coke polar bear
and graphics that fizz.
But why? Until I can use my
computer to taste or smell a product, l can't imagine buying a certain brand of tuna, carbonated
beverage or egg based on information on a Web site. Such sites
are not even more likely to
increase my brand loyalty.
Let's keep the Internet out of
the kitchen. It's already got most
of the rest of the house anyway.
My books and videos are from
Amazon.com. My bedroom
poster came out of an auction on
eBay. My little sisters can expect
gifts from eToys.com.
When Web sites are printed on
my eggs, [ can't help but wonder
where it will end. Am I going to
end up with food poisoning from
a mislabeled tomato? Accidents
are already happening. Somebody didn't dry the indelible ink
on my egg very well. Its careful
labeling stuck to the back of my
egg carton. When I tried to pry it
loose I ended up with a handful
of dripping egg white.
I guess when it comes to the
Internet, the "yolk" is on me.

F\F.ST WE VE:F6AT MY
~tT\ C.S,

ANO 1\-\EN ~

f\t.Jt> MtLES
~EMOJE

~NO

MID

HIS MANHooD •I

Slzelley Street is tire assistant news
editor for "Tire Murray State News."

Residential college point system takes from funds
Many issues appear to be surfacing memo from Assistant Provost Tim for service.
Over the summer the residential
this academic year. Among those is Todd, clearly indicates the dollar
one that impacts MSU faculty mem- amounts given to those who took part college heads, under a mandate from
bers' pocketbooks and will likely add in the Roads Scholars recruitment pro- Alexander, put together a service
to their concern for the preservation of gram in the 1999 and spring 2000 merit plan to generate greater faculty
the shared governance: service merit. semesters. In May 2000 these involvement with the residential col"stipends," as they are referred to in leges. A "Residential College Service
Service, one of the three areas teaching and research being the other the memo, included $300 for captains, Level" point system was developed.
two - where faculty members are $150 for a school visit that was four or
This plan calls for the following:
expected to perform in order to more counties away from MSU, as Contributor, 3 points; Advocate, 6
advance toward tenure or receive well as awards varying in monetary points; Mentor, 9 points; and Fellow,
across-the-board and merit pay amounts that are given for faculty 12 points. Each level calls for greater
increases, is now becoming far more who travel longer or shorter distances. faculty involvement in residential college events. If the Roads Scholars plan
separated than e\'er before.
The average stipend was $424.
Money is now being set aside to
Dr. Todd concludes his memo with is any guide, it will not be long before
award th~ faculty members who this comment: "Thank you again for these points are translated into dollar
participate in the Roads Scholars and being such strong advocates for this amounts.
As I see it, there are two fundamenresidential college programs. Activi- important faculty-driven recruitment
ties within these programs have spe- effort."
tal problems with these systems: the
cific dollar amounts assigned to them.
Setting aside the issue of how effec- lack of faculty involvement in the
No such equivalent funds are as clear- tive this program has been in recruit- process of developing the programs
ly earmarked for the more traditional ing students, the Roads Scholars plan and, perhaps even more important,
service obligations of the participating ought to be accurately described. It is the attack on the shared governance
faculty who arc on University and hard to see how this program is a "fac- system the Roads Scholars and residepartmental committees, the Faculty ulty-driven" enterprise when it was dential college plans represent.
Essentially, the Roads Scholars and
Senate or Academic Council, advis- initiated by President Kem Alexander
ing/sponsoring fraternities or sorori- without faculty consultation and is residential college service programs
obviously a money-driven arrange- mark out an area within the service
ties or handling academic advising.
For several years the Roads Scholars ment. Faculty members have respond- section of our merit pay award system
program has rcwardl>d faculty mem- ed to this plan because they are and designate dollar amounts that will
bers who participated with substantial rewarded with cash. This money is be given when the faculty members
monetary compensation. A July 25, taken from the pool of dollars set aside perform within the expected parame-
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ters. The "rump" service merit pay
awards -what is left over for service
after taking out Roads Scholars and
residential college allotments - is
ambiguous and purposefully vague.
For those faculty members who are
engaged in essential University, college or departmental service functions, the merit pay awards remain
ephemeral and uncertain. Yet it is this
service - such as academic advising
or serving on the University Studies
Committee, for example - that truly
addresses the academic needs of the
university. It is for these service areas
that benefit the students we serve and
the community we live in that monetary awards continue to be poorly
defined and increasingly unrewarded.
The system of shared governance,
where faculty members have direct
and sometimes Cl'Ucial input on the
way MSU is governed, will suffer
under a system that only puts fixed
dollar amounts aside for service
awards for attending dinners, receptions or social events at residential colleges. Although some activities may
be more substantial and academically
viable, many activities are dearly
"popular" in the sense that faculty
members should take part in them

;

because of the symbolic social ties they
represent, though little academic
expertise or academic excellence is
usually involved. Given our insufficient pay, faculty members will gravitate toward those service areas where
they know they will be rewarded for
their efforts.
We need to promote a service system that has funds set aside for these
arguably more significant service
areas. If ;;et amounts of money can be
put aside by the Alexander administration for getting involved in Roads
Scholars or residential colleges, then
fixed amounts of money - with
points given for various service commitments - can also be put aside for
the more academic-community service areas, in which so many faculty
members have been engaged.
When Alexander brings before the
Board of Regents a plan to divide up
service merit pay awards that includes
fixed dollar amounts for the academic
side of service, the faculty will know
he truly is concerned about quality
education and academic excellence.
Tmy Strieter is a proft>Swr of Jri.~tory awi

Murray Alliance of College Educators
Clrair.

In My
Opinion

TERRY
STRIETER

"We NEED TO
PROMOTE A
SERVICE SYSTEM
THAT HAS
FUNDS SET
ASIDE FOR
THESE
ARGUABLY
MORE
SIGNIFICANT
SERVICE
AREAS. "
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Females
outnumber males
.
in University student body

Murray Place under 50 percent capacity
, OFFICIAlS SA~
LATE

was living in the apartments when
it occurred.
''I think, if anything, the fire just
~
t?PENING,
Murray Place Apartments were brought us a little more exposure,"
:AND NOT THE designed with college students in he said.
:fiRE LAST
mind, but the number of s tudents
The cause of the fire was deter!"S
inhabiting the complex is not what mined unintentional by state offiPRING, IS THE was expected.
cials.
:...REASON
FOR
"We are currently somewhere
Louise Lindstrom, a junior from
.
t NUMBER OF
between a quarter and 50 percent Sweden, said she chose Murray
' S E TS
capacity," Acting Property Manag· Place because it was fully furer Chris Martin said.
nished.
.._RE ID N
\!OWER THAN
Martin attributes the low number
"Being an international student,
EXPECTED. , ?f student residents to a late open- . it helps not having to worry about
•
mg.
what I am going to do with my
"One of the advantages to living things when I go home," Lind·
on campus your freshman and strom said.
sophomore year is that you can be
Kristin Krakoviak, senior from
more selective and know where St. Louis, Mo., said she enjoyed
you want to move by your junior having a pool, fitness center and
year, which was unfortunate for us game room.
Murray Place also has something
because we opened over the summer," he said.
to help students ft-el more comfortA fire during the construction of able with their roommate situation.
Murray Place in April was the rea"They have a Web site you can
son for the late opening.
get on to match roommates with
Martin does not believe the fire similar personalities," Krakoviak
has anything to do with the low said.
number of residents since no one
Both student residents said there
BY M ARCI O WEN
STAFF WRITER

f

POT 0' GOLD

BY BRAD CECIL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Surf City may not be the only
place with two girls for every
boy.
Murray State is headed in that
direction. This year Murray State
has 1.3 females for every male,
and that number is on the rise.
Over the last two decades, the
number of male college students
has been declining, and that
trend doesn't show any sign of
slowing.
Dean of Admissions Phil
Bryan said the number of undergraduate men has been decreasing by a significant margin with
each passing semester.
ln the fall of 1995, the under·
graduate programs at Murray
State were made up of 45 percent
men, a number that last fall
stood at 43.5 percent. Over a
period of four years, that's a sig·
nificant drop, Bryan said. The

CUt t i TIJJ f d.SJ €

506 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky 42071
767-9133

numbers for graduate studies are
even more lopsided at 69 percent
female.
Colleges that have traditio~l
ly been male dominated are now
showing an increased number of
females, Bryan said. Fields like
engineering and agriculture,
where females were once a rare
sight, are now taking on a different look.
"We had better get ready for
more women in leadership
roles," Bryan said.
Murray State is not alone in
this shift. "The Tennessean"
recently published an article that
stated 44 percent of the nation's
college students are male.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said the
situation is opening doors for
female professionals.
Said Robertson: "It presents
women with opportunities that
they have not had before."

yours, }Vline,
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were few drawbacks to the complex, if any.
"I know people are concerned
with the price, but not having to
buy furniture, it's worth the price,"
Lindstrom said.
The apartments range from $280
to $375 per resident a month, which
includes a free cable package.
Martin said safety was one of
their biggest concerns when
designing the complex .
"Besides a sprinkler system in
every bedroom and living room,
we have also installed panic alarm
buttons," he said. "When the button is pushed, it sends a signal
straight to the police and sets off
blue lights and sirens in the breezeways of the aparbnents."
Martin said he is optimistic about
the occupancy increasing and that
more students have already
expressed interest.
Said Martin: "I think in the long
run numbers will be more positive
because we will be able to fill up at
an earlier time."
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University focuses construction on academic buildings
BYJASON YATES
EDITOR IN CHIEF

. The ongoing face lift of Murray
State's campus has recently
acquired two new focal points.
With sprinklers instaJJed in
the residential colleges and fresh
coats of paint applied to several
buildings, the time has come for
construction of the new College
of Education facility and renovations to the Business Building to
take center stage.
The College of Education
buiJdjng will actually tie in to
the existing Special Education
Building. Associate Vice President of Facilities Management
Dewey Yeatts said it will slightly wrap around the north end of
building and wrap around
about 50 percent of the south
end.
He said it will be cast in a Collegian and Georgian architectural style.
"To put it in perspective, the
facility will look more like
Pogue Library and Wells Hall in
architecture," Yeatts said.
It will house the majority of
the education department,
administrative offices, faculty
offices, classrooms, a library and
computer rooms.
Yeatts said the project is 3 to 4
percent complete and is currently on schedule. The $7 million

Photos by Ryan Broo~The News

(Left) The Special Education Building addition Is 3 to 4 percent
complete. It is scheduled to be finished December lOOt.
(Above) This model of the new College of Education Building
shows the Collegian and Georgian style archltec:ture. Parts of the
structure will wrap around the current building. Tbe project ls
estimated to cost S7 million.
project has a completion date of
December 2001.
College of Education Dean
Jack Rose said he is excited
about having the majority, about
90 percent of the college, in one
building after the facility is completed.
"Our professors and staff are
excited about the move," he
said. "One of the unique features
of the design is that offices will
be housed on one floor so we can
all work closer together."
Rose said Murray State has
had a mission to prepare teach-
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ers for the work force, since the
University was founded in the
1920s as a normal school for
teacher training. He said when
the building is finished, it will be
a "showplace of the commonwea lth," and aid recruitment
and retention efforts.
"For the first time in many
years, we will have a facility
equal to the quality of our program," he said.
The temporary displacement
of parking is a drawback to the
construction, but Yeatts said
pedestrian safety is also on his

mind. He said the construction
fence around the p roject is causing more people to cross the
street closer to Hamilton Street.
"Pedestrian traffic is more
congested, and it is more difficult for people tu rning out from
Hamilton to see people crossing
the street," he said.
Yeatts said the University has
talked to Public Safety and the
city about placing a stop sing or
temporary stoplight in the area,
but because Hamilton is a state
street, the University has no
authority to change traffic pat-

Bob Nanney Insurance
Come see us for all your insurance needs!

Apt. Rentals:
1 &2BR.
107 N. 4th St.

753-4937

terns.
''During the construction project, we do ask that people be
more careful," he said.
The renovations at the Business Building are meant to make
the building more appealing to
the eye and also to clear up confusion some students have about
the building.
"People were having a great
amount of difficulty finding just
how to get in the building,"
Yeatts said. "If you pulled up
into the parking lot and you
wanted to go in to learn more

about the MBA program, you
would have to walk all the way
around the building to find the
front door."
To remedy the problem, Yeatts
said a three-story addition will
be created to give the building a
"grand entrance." He said a
rounded semicircle porch with
columns will give the building a
predominant entry way.
Windows will also be replaced
throughout the building.
The $1.2 million project is
scheduled to be finished Feb. 6,
2001.

!itRRAPINSTATioHl
1 $2 OFF any new or

We ac~ePt. 1
I used ComPact Disc comPetitors 1
COUPOnS.

Expires Sept. 22
I
920 S. 12th

159 · 8926

L------------.J

It's a little bit wild and spicy,
with a stampede of Aavor
won't soon forget.
s~e one up soon!

Served with 5auteed
mushroom and your
choice of potato.
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Faculty salaries at Murray State below benchmark universities
Mittie Southerland, interim director of
Public Safety, taught at Eastern for 17
years before corning to Murray State six
When political science professor Mark years ago as a faculty member. The tranWattier started teaching at Murray State sition meant a significant pay cut for
in 1980, his salary was ioo low to support Southerland.
On the other hand, Southerland said
a family.
His wife got a job in Paducah, and now Murray State was farther along technohe makes the hour drive to Murray daily. logically and that the University possibly
"If I had made a better salary earlier in spent more on facility upkeep.
University President Kern Alexander
my career, she could have had less pressure on her to have a high-paying job," said in an interview Tuesday that Murray
Wattier said.
State selected high benchmark institu\Vhile low faculty salaries are nothing tions so it could appeal to the state later
new at Murray State, Wattier presented for more money.
"If we had selected schools with low
to the Faculty Senate last week the findings of a survey that listed the University salaries and revenues, the state would
as 18 out of 20 in terms of wages when have turned to us and said, 'Well, you
compared to other benchmark institu- havt:? already exceeded your benchtions. The survey was conduch..>d by the marks,' " he said.
The comparative schools in Murray
American Association of Univt:?rsity Professors.
State'~ li~t receive about $9,200 per stuAt an average of $47,400 per year, Mur- dent.
ray State faculty wages were $3,.500 less
Alexander further defended faculty
per year than other comparative univer- salaries by comparing the actual increase
sities.
teachers received this year to the state
With the exception of Eastern Ken- allotment. In its higher education budget,
tud<y University, all collt:?ges in Kentucky the Kentucky General Assembly granted
paid teachers less than their counterparts Murray State faculty a 2.7 percent salary
Clcross the country.
increase, and the University raised that
~~~~~~~~~~
BY LISA W HEAT

News EDITOR

"CA$H IN A FLASH"
Loans On An~thint Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales
Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV's
Stereos • Musical Equiptment • Coins • Jewelry
Stamps • Baseball Cards • Antiques • Miscellaneous

28

Year Anniversary
713 S. 12 St.
MURRAY, KY 42071

~~~~UR~rWB~E~~~
LUNCH AND DINNER.

Dessert Bar • Hand-Dipped Ice Cream
J

10°/o DISCOUNT
WITH MSU I.D.

number to 5 percent with its own funding.
But University faculty see their salaries
in a different light.
Faculty Senate Presidt:?nt Bill Call said
it is common for him and other profes·
sors to find jobs they qualify for adver·
tised at higher pay rate:> than what they
make at Murray State.
"Every year we lose some good faculty
because of pay," he said.
However, Call said the sal~ increase
from the University was a step in the
right direction.
Terry Strieter, chair of the Murray
Alliance of College Educators, said many
faculty members are stretched to teach
four classes, as compared to the three carried by those at most other institutions.
They also help with recruitment efforts
and other functions.
"They (faculty) won't stay here if they
have a high teaching load, heavy service
demands, don't have time to do their
research and have a low pay scale," Stri·
eter said.
Strieter said the University could have
afforded a 7 or 8 percent increase, rather
than the 5 percent the faculty received.

t 1 .0
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Robert Pieroni/The News

Wattier said he has been satisfied with
his salary the past few years. But when he
heard that the University would have a

15.2 percent revenue increase this year,
he also thought a 7 or 8 percent increase
was reasonable.

OPEN HOU8E
THE MUQQAY 8TATE NEW8
Monday, 8ept. 25
6-7:30 p.m.
111 Wilson Hall

fvery day & every t1fg6t
Olympic Plaza • 759-4653

•m~~niw

fAll
'tfJ;:tfl{III'·V'IDI
.
W&RDI&ll

~" SAT.,

SEPT. 16 • 7 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Maps with sites of yard sales and descriptions of items to be
sold are available for $1 in the Murray Tourism Commission
office at the Commerce Centre in front of the Wai-Mart
Supercenter on Sept. 15 from 8:30a.m.· 4:30p.m. and on
Sept. 16 from 6 a.m. - Noon.
Over 100 yard sales will be held throughout town!

For More Information. call 759·2199 or
1-800-715-5004

Getting in Shape is
a Fight You Can Win
Let's face it. Getting in shape
IS a fight. But with our
Fitness Kickboxing program,
you'll be a winner.
Though we don't actually
spar, we do everything a
kickboxer does to get
championship shape
Kicking is great for
abs, buns, and thighs.
Punching is great for
the back, arms, and
shoulders. It's the
perfect full-body
workout, and it's fun.
So why not give Fitness
Kickboxing a try with a
free class? Let us help
you win the fight to
get in shape.

on- 753-6111 tr
~ ~rtialarts

~ TH[ fAM~f'Ml

Don't miss...

•

in concert at UT Martin

Sept. 23
8p.m.
Skyhawk
Arena

BUY SMART.
WASTE LESS.

For concert information, credit card orders and ticket outlet information,
call (901)587-7527.

SAVE MORE."
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Nicotine users find
habit hard to break
BY M ELISSA STONEBERGER
COLlEGE llfE EDITOR

Video garners lose control of reality
while in virtual world
BY KRISTA M ATHENY
STAFF WRITER

While playing the video game Tomb
Raider, you an:! on the most difficult level
where the character is underground and
fighting off dinosaurs.
The adrenaline is pumping, and your
fingers are frantically clicking on the game
controller.
The m.:tin stretch of the level is in sight.
Your breath is coming rapidly. You're sitting at the edge of your ~eat. A raptor suddenly comes into view and bites the character's head off.
After a few minutes of obscene gestures
and words, the level is started again.
Maybe this time it will be conquered.
Video game:. can be a entertainment. The
fantasy worlds created are interesting and
difficult. But video games have the ability
to become addicting and take control of the
player's life.
Eric Helton, freshman from Martin,
Tenn., said he plays video games for more
than 10 hours every week. His favorite
games are Wolfenstein, a demolition game
where the character shoots enemies, and
Star Wars Tie Fighter, a flight simulator
game.
"When I'm playing Tie Fighter, I am in
the universe," he said. "f'm flying the
plane, and its great."
Scott Gustasson, assistant professor of
psychology, said video game addiction is
rare, and causes a negative impact on the
person's life. Small rewards such as passing a difficult part of a level or conquering
the game help reinforce the addiction.
"If you' re playing Tomb Raider, your
addiction is strengthened when you kill
the animal," Gustasson said. "You don't
always succeed, and that also strengthens
the addiction ."
Gustasson said the people prone to video
game addiction have problems paying
attention, and commonly suffer from
attention deficit disorder.
He said the mechanics of a computer
monitor and a television screen help produce a calming effect. The screens of both
computers and TV's have a light in the
back that continually sways back and forth
that creates a picture. This light moves too
fast for the human eye to see and can have
a hypnotizing effect on the person watching the screen for an extended period of

time.
"The video
games
are
entertaining
and involve
the person
by releasing
adrenaline
and putting
them in a zombie-like stage at the
same time," he said.
Gustasson said people often
play video games for an outlet to
hide from stress.
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
jonathan Hunt, sophomore
ASSISTANT COLlEGE UFE EDITOR
from Madisonville, played
video games when he was in
Caffeine is one of those things people
high school. He said he liked to
really don't pay much attention· to. It
play Diablo, a role playing
exists in most of the beverages available
game off the Internet.
on the market today.
"I liked to play because it
Judy Lyle, health educator and staff
was aimed at a more mature
nurse at Health Services, said caffeine
audience," he said. " ( grew out
withdrawal can cause headaches,
of it when I got older."
fatigue and a general unhealthy feelGustasson said downloading
ing, to those who are trying to elimgames off the Internet could cause a
inate it from their diet.
problem when more people have
Becky Carr, employee at Mr.
access to the more sophisticatt?d techEd's Coffee Shop, said on an
nology.
average morning they make
"Finding games on the Internet will
around 10 to 15 pots of coffee.
"We have people comstrengthen the addiction," he said. "They
ing in the morning panicking
can get all the games they want, when
out when they C<1n't get their
they want them. It's like having your own
coffee," Carr said.
personal drug dealer."
"We always say, 'It's
Playing \'ideo games can have a negaOK. We'll fill you with some
tive impact when they take away from
caffeine,' " Carr said,
someone's social life, or academics, quitAudrey Worster, senior
ting can be more difficult than it seems.
from Austin, said she has suf"The best way to quit '\.\'Ould be cold
fered headaches from not havturkey," he said. "As with any addicing
her daily amount of coffee.
tion, it is the only way to quit for good .
"l'm not with it,"
If they get even a little taste of the addicWorster
said. " I get reaJly .1ir
tion they may start again."
headed."
Gustasson said one w.1y to do quit is
Worster, an espresso
uninstall all games from lhe computer,
drinker,
said she got u~ed to
or get rid of the video game module.
consuming
strong coffee after
Quitting suddenly is not the easiest
spending the summer in Italy.
route to curing an addiction.
"Cafe Americano does"If they can't quit cold turkey, they
n't cut it for me anymore,"
should get some counseling," Gust<lsWorster said.
son said. "It is one of the easier addicTony Enkhudly, gradutions to treat."
ate student from jerus.1lcm, said
Unless you want to turn into a gun tothe also suffered headaches
ing zombie, take a breather from the
when he tried to quit drinking
computer or game module and improve
coffee for two months.
your social life.
"Back home we are

Erin Brantley, junior
from Elizabethtown, said
she can not remember
why she stilrted smoking.
"l'm just addicted,"
Brantley said. "I know it's
bnd for me. l don't think I
could quit if I wanted
too."
Brantley has tried to
quit many times, but has
lx>en unsuccessful.
"I've quit for one
month," Brantley said .
"But I started again
because I wanted a cigarette."
Brnntley is not alone.
jessie Moore, junior from
Louisville, has bt.>en smoking Since she W<IS 10.
Moore said she started
smoking because her parents were smokers.
"My parents smoked
when they were stressed
and so J started smoking
when J was stressed,"
Moore said.
Moore has tried to quit
three times. One time she
lasted for three months,
but went back to
smoking.

"1 don' t want to do it,"
she said. "I'm an addict. I
think it's gross and disgusting and smells bad,
but I can't quit."
Moore said she is planning on going on Welbutrin, a drug that she
hopes will curb her addiction.
Dale Frizzel, a pharmacist at RHe-Aid pharmacy,
said Moore is not alone in
using prescription drugs
to help curb cigarette
addiction.
"People have the best
luck with Welbutrin and
Zyban," Frizzel said.
He
said
nicotine
inhalers are also available
to help people cut down
on the urge to smoke.
Frizzel said there are
also a number of over-thecounter aids to help smokers put down their cigarettes.
"One of the primary
things is a nicotine gum,
and there are also a couple
of different patches," he
said. "We also offer filters
to cut down on the
amount of nicotine."
Frizzel said an average
weekly dose of patches is

$28.99.
"Most folks will use
them
roughly
three
months or so," Frizzel
said. " It's not something
you could stay on year
upon year."
For smokers who would
like a cheaper and more
natural alternative to quitting smoking, Judy Lyle,
health educator and staff
nurse at Health Services,
recommends decreasing
the amount of cigarettes
smoked until quitting
completely.
"One needs to gi\'e their
body time to acclimate to
the changes in nkotine,"
Lyle said. "Don't quit cold
turkey. You need to taper
off."
Lyle also recommends
someone who has quit
change their habits.
"lf you're used to smoking after a meal, get up
and go outside," Lyle said.
Lyle said the University
does not currently have
any .support groups for
smokers who want to quit,
but that Health Services
can be a resource for those
who want to break the
habit.

Caffeine addicts
find buzz in soda, coffee
used to drinking coffee at a very young
age," Enkhudly said.
He also said along with headaches he
also suffered fatigue and dizziness.
" It doesn't make you feel good,"
Enkhudly said. "You don't like to do
anything."

Margaret Semrau, sophomore from
Jackson, Tenn., said she doesn' t think
she necessarily suffered from feelings of
withdrawal when she misses her coffee.
"When I want to relax, it is my downtime," Semrau said. "Caffeine doesn't
really affect me. ."
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The
Week
Ahead

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

• CLEP Examina- • Native
tions- 8 a.m. to American Dance
4:30 p.m., regis- Weekendtration
forms Wickliffe
available at the Mounds, 10 a.m.
Counseling and Admission is $4
Testing Center for adults, $3.75
located in Ord- for senior citiway Hall at the zens, $3 ages 6 to
corner of 15th 11 and free for
and Olive streets. children 6 and
•Concert
under. For more
tickets- 3 Doors
information,
Down tickets on
phone (270) 335sales at the Stu3681.
dent Government • Native
Association office American Dance
on the Curris
WeekendCenter first floor, Wickliffe
Mounds, 2 p.m.
10 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Tickets are
Admission is $4
$10 with a Racer- for adults, $3.75
card and $12 for
for senior citithe general pubzens, $3 ages 6 to
lic.
11 and free for
• Poetry- "Scribes children 6 and
and Vibes," Cur- under. For more
ris Center Sunset information,
Strips, 9 p.m. phone (270) 335until midnight. 3681.
To read or perform, phone the
SGA office at 7626951.

A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUND TOWN . To POST INFORMATION IN THE
CAlENDAR, PHONE 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175 .

The Murray State
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SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• Native
American Dance
Weekend- Wickliffe Mounds, 10
a.m. Admission
is $4 for adults,
$3.75 for senior
citizens, $3 ages 6
to 11 and free for
children 6 and
under. For more
information,
phone (270) 3353681.
• Native
American Dance
Weekend- Wickliffe ,Mounds, 2
p.m. Admission
is $4 for adults,
$3.75 for senior
citizens, $3 ages 6
to 11 and free for
children 6 and
under. For more
information,
phone (270) 3353681.
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• Voter
registration- 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Multicultural
Center.
• Pool
Exhibition- Paul
Gemi will host a
pool exhibition in
the ~urris Center
game room, 7 to
8:30p.m.
• Meeting- The
Traveling Team
program on
worldwide
missions, Curris
Center Theater, 9
p.m.

•lunchThe
Faculty Club will
host a luncheon
for members and
thei,r guests at the
Faculty Club, 309
N ., 309 14th St.,
11:30 a.m . to 1
p.m. lunch is $1
for members and
$3 for guests.
• Assertiveness
Training GroupOrdway Hall
Room 301 , 12:30
to 1:45 p.m.
• Black Student
Council- Curris
Center Barkley
Room, 6 p.m.

• SGAFreshmen Senate elections, 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., Curris
Center
Dance
Lounge.
• Voter
registration- 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Multicultural
Center.
• Black Student
Council- Curris
Center Barkley
Room,6 p.m.
• Worship- Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7
p.m.
• Bible
studyChi Alpha, Curris
Center Theater, 7
p.m.

• Voter
registration- 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Multicultural
Center.
• Plan t
SaleMSU Horticulture club, Curris
Center, 8 to 5
• Unity
DayMotion Buttons,
Curris
Center
Dance Lounge, 11
a.m. to 5 p.m.
• Unity
DayUnity
march
begins at Regents
College, 5 p.m.
• Un ity
DayMusic, activities
and games, Curris Center Dance
Lounge, 7 to 10
p.m.
• Program"Sickle Cell and
the AfricanAmerican
Community,"
Curris Center
Barkley Room, 7
p.m.

Barenaked Ladies' CD shows maturity through serious-themed songs
Music
Review
Album:
Barenaked
Ladies
"Maroon"
Grade: A
Comments:
"Instead of
being the focus,
humor merely
cuts into the
intensity of the
music."

BY SCOTT G IBSON
• STAFF WRITER

Ever since its 1992 debut release, "Gordon," Barenaked Ladies have been
cracking jokes and making fans laugh
with humorous lyrics.
With their fifth studio release,
"Maroon," written primarily by the
group's founders, Steven Page and Ed
Robertson and produced by Don Was, it
seems like BNL is becoming more serious.
The change from comedy to drama is
most obvious in the last song, "Tonight
is the Night I Fell Asleep at the Wheel,"
when Page sings of a first-person
account of a fatal car crash.
Other, less dramatic topics covered on

the album, include adultery in "Off the
Hook," failed success in "Never Do Anything" and "Baby Seat," which deals
with indecisiveness.
Instead of being the focus, humor
merely cuts into the intensity of the
music. One example is "Pinch Me," a
song about the meaning of life, where
Robertson sings '' I just made you say
underwear." Even the more serious
songs are accompanied by off the wall
music. "Tonight is the Night I Fell
Asleep at the Wheel" blends electric guitars with banjos and an organ-grinder.
Overall, Barenaked Ladies stay true to
the music they are known for while
expanding into new territory by experimenting with more mature topics.

Pike Pledge Class
((Jj&l.TNflllilflJil

JNJ&1

Top
Albums
1. L.L. Cool J"The G.O.A.T"
2. Too Short"You Nasty"
3. Nelly"Country
Grammar"
4. 3 Doors
Down-"The
Better Life"
S.Common"Like Water for
Chocolate"

I

u~
Reprise Records

Barenaked Ladies shows Its serious side with its new album, "Maroon."

Source: Sunset
Boulevard and
Terrapin Station

Conar atulations:
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Walking has benefits other than transportation
BY J ENNIE RIPPERDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Walking is the most common form of transportation
for students on the Murr<~y
State c<~mpus, but a growing number of students arc
walking around campus
for fitness purposes.
"I love to exercise and 1
didn't want to gain the
freshman 15," said Kary
Pomeroy, freshman from
jackson, Tenn.
According to the Kentucky Department for
Health Services, walking
offers many advant~g~s for
college students. It 1s mexpensive and the only ~
.
d d . •
equ1pment nee e 1::> a
·
f h
d
goo d patr o s oes an
.
t
1
th'
PI
appropna e c o mg. us,
walking is healthy and it is
a good way to condition

your body without strain.
"Wear comfortable shoes
with good arch support,"
Judy Lyle, Health Services
health educator and staff

weather is nice.
" I walk to stay in ~hape
and it is cool outside,"
Brooke Knight, freshmnn
from Hopkinsville, said.
Walking enhances overc1ll
physical fitne::.s by
strengthening muscles and
improving flexibility .1nd
endurance.
"Before you start any
exercise routine, start by
doing some stretches,"
Lyle said. "If you are w<~lk
ing, as with any other exercise, keep yourself hydra!cd."
Psychological ""'ell-being
is also improved. Walking
enh<~nces alertness and
relieves tension. Walking
also improves cardi"pulmonary fitness.
According to the Hope
Heart Institute, if students

nurse, said. "Try to han~
one more pair so that the
shoes h,we time to dry out
between walking."
Walking has benefits for
everyone. A regular walking routine can help students control their weight
bec<~use calories are burned
at a rate of 300 to 360 per
hour when walking at at a
moderate
pace,
and
appetite is decreased.
Walking also improves
.
.
.
d1gestton, according to the
Kentucky Department for
H
h Se .
ea 1t
!"\'Ices.
Most students especially
enjoy walking when the

can make a commitment to
an exercise program for 21

days, walking will become
a healthful addiction.

Become a Walking Addict
1. Get in your car and drive a half mile from your house
in all directions. Ptck out landmarks to mark the half
mile point and note the most Interesting route.
2. Decide when you'd like to exercise. Before breakfast
or before dinner (or both) are the recommended times.
3. Walk the one-mile round trip in a pace that doesn't
cause you to beCome breathless. Make a note on your
calendar how long it takes and place a s ticker on the
day to reward yourself.
5. Walk the one-mile course everyday and note on
your calender how long it takes.
6. When you can comfortably finish your course in 15
minutes, start reaching for your second goal, two miles
in 30 minutes.
7. Gradually increase your pace until you reach your
goal of two miles in 30 minutes, but remember to concentrate on keeping a moderate, steady pace.
8. When you have reached your second goal, you are
ready for your third goal, three miles in 45 minutes!
Ryan Brooks/ The News

Source· Hope Heart Institute

A Night of Deep Thoughts and Rel axing M usic

Doors open

7p.m.
begins @ 8p.m.
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150 minutes

$50
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A Few Good
Reasons To Move:
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~
+ 250 FREE checks
+ 6 months FREE checking, or
+ 12 months FREE checking with
direct deposit
+ $5 to you for old checks & ATM cards
+ FREE ..no-hassle .. account transfer
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~~Bank
Murray

G) Equal Hous•ng Lender • Member FDIC
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$50 REBATE
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405 S. 12th St.
Phone
753-5626
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Take a Cue! ~

Beginnings''

Friday, Sept. 15, 2000
Curris Center: Dance Lounge

Misty Ernstberger, graduate student from Murray, and
Jamie Gibson, graduate student fro m Kevil, take a walk.

®®®@o ~ ®

Scribes- <n- V ibes
~~New

Laura De.llon/The New~
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A Better W<zy OJBanking

Order of O mega
National Greek n,)nmury t.eader.shtp &ciely
Murray 8>tate UniV~:ratl,y Omesa Qho Chapter

- - - - - - fall2000 - - - - - - -

& 116
8 P.M\.
HELP RAISE FOOD & MONEY FOR
THE NORTH AMERICAN FOOD DRIVE
WITH BANDS

SIEPll.

115

APPlications are now available for students seekine membershiP Into

tM Ordtr of Omdi.
Quaflfkatlons for membershiP are the followina:
1. Junior or Senior status
2. Cumulative GPA of 3.0 or hieher
3. Sli!niftcant te~~dershiP exhibited In MSU Greek communlfY as well
as MSU camPus·wide activities

and

APPlications can be Picked UP In Wells Hall 337. Dr. Ciinnv
Richerson's office. or In the SGA office.
Please return to Or. Richerson's offlc:e bll SePt. 28.
If selected. the Initiation tee Is sso.
MembershiP selec:tton111111 be held Oct. 3 at -4:30 P.m. In Wells Hall
337.
lnlriatlon will tie Oct. 10 at 4:30P.m. In Wens Hall 337.
All current members of Order of Omeea are encouraaed to attend.

OJ Pete Whit:e
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Construction closes computer lab, students relocate
YUSUKE M ORITA

Christian team promotes
global missions for students
BY W INDY MOHEAO

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Business Building's main computer lab
will be closed this semester because of construction, an inconvenience for students and
faculty.
.
"It will be dosed this semester and probably
all of spring semester," College of Business and
Public Affairs Dean Daniel E. Harrison sllid.
"They're gonna replace all the windows."
In addition to new windows, the west side of
building will receive a new front entrance.
Most of the classes that were held in the lab
• have been moved to the Applied Science Building computer lab, in room 307N. A smaller lab,
Business Building room 202, is open to all students on weekdays from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m On
Fridays it is only open until4 p.m. and is occasionally closed throughout the week for class
use.
"It is inconvenient not because my classes are
moved to Applied Science but because I can
not use the Jabs in the Business Building as I
like," Yumi Hirase, senior from Japan, said.
Applied Science room 307N lab is also closed
for the classes that have been moved from the
Business Building. Last semester it opened at 7
il.m., howe\·er; this semester it is open for students from 1 p.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday to Thursday
and 1 to 4:30 p.m. Friday.
"We appreciate the cooperation," said Harrison, who knows the students and faculty feel
an inconvenience.
Last semester the Applied Science and Hart

Laura Deaton/The News

The Applied Science Building in room 307N is one of the computer labs available for student use, although Business Building construction has forced classes to use it frequently.
computer labs were used by a combined average of 1,000 students each day. Hamak~r said
these labs were upgraded for use this semester.
He replaced Pentium 120 to 166 computers in
the Applied Science lab with 26 new Pentium
lll SSOs. Forty-fi\'e Pentium 11 350s to 400s have
been brought from the Business Building. The
computers in Hart College vary from Pentium
II 350s to Pentium III 550s.
The laptop~ in the Waterfield Library are also
popular among students. They can be checked
out for two hours at o time, but must stay in the

library. Students sometimes have to sign a
waiting list to check them out.
Jeff Cottingham, technology coordinator in
the Waterfield Library, said the laptops have
full Internet access and students can take them
everywhere in the library.
Cottingham said in a month they will have
10 more laptops in addition to the current 16.
Waterfield Library will also have a desktop
computer with Kurzeweil software, which is
designed for vision-impaired people to use.

The Traveling Team, a
national group who pro·
motes worldwide missionary work, on a global scale,
w ill travel to Murray State
on Monday night.
"They are .a group of
graduated college students
that promote missions not
only on a local basis, but on
a world basis," said Mark
Whitt, president of the
Campus Minister's Association and campus minister of
the Baptist Student Union.
The team delivers a multimedia
presentation
to
encourage students to think
on a global level and get
involved with missions at
any level.
"They offer practical tools
on how to get involved, you
don't have to just run off
and join the Peace Corps to
be in missions overseas,"
said Brian Baldwin, vice
president of the CMA and
campus minister of Murray
Christian Fellowship.
Baldwin said this is an
opportunity for students to
expand their world view.

"Almost every college
student I've talked to wants
some kind of meaning in
their life and our world is
becoming more global,"
Baldwin said. "The traveling team can give a way for
your life to have purpose
and meaning in a global
world."
Baldwin said the team's
mission statement, "We
don't recruit to an organization, we recruit to a vision,"
underscores its purpose not
to promote any specific
denomination or organization, but the spirit behind
global missions.
"The cool thing is that all
the campus ministries can
get involved with the team
and each one can encourage
students to get involved in
missions in our own particular way," Baldwin said.
The team will deliver its
presentation at 9 p.m. Monday in the Curris Center
Theater. Members will also
be available for one-on-one
sessions with students Tuesday. The one-on-one meeting times and location will
be announced at Monday's
presentation.

ACTS enforces ban on game playing, chatting in computer labs
BY RACHEL KIRK
STAFF WRITER

Next time students think
about logging on and chatting
away in either the Hart College
or Applied Science computer
labs, they had better think again.
The Academic Computing
and Technology Services is
enforcing a new policy that bans
chatting and game playing in
both la})s.
Linaa Miller, director of
ACTS, said the rule was made to
uphold the academic atmosphere of the labs.

"It wasn't a censorship thing,"
Miller said. "The reason the labs
are there is to further the academic mission."
Miller said the games were
slowing down the computer
network. Also, she said student~
were often disruptive when they
laughed at their chat convers..1·
tions, creating an unacademic
atmosphere for the rest of the
computer lab.
''We did get some complaint!.
from students about people
laughing and talking while chat
ting," Miller said.
Since the policy was imple-

mentcd at the beginning of the
semester, ACTS h,1s not gotten
many complaints.
Corey Lewis, freshman from
Cape Girardeau, Mo., said he
does not think these privileges
should be taken away, as long as
they are used responsibly.
"I think it's OK as long as they
are not loud," Lewis said.
"Sometimes you need to do
things other than work."
DeAnna Horton, junior from
Hopkinsville, said some students used the labs for study
breaks.
"It's nut the library," Horton

said. "When you get tired of
doing your homework, you
want to take a break and play a
game."
Horton said she was constantly chatting her freshman year.
"Now, I have to take care of
business," she said.
Josh Kelly, sophomore from
Waverly, Tenn., is angered by
the policy because he thinks that
there are enough compu ters to
keep everyone happy.
"They shouldn't take our privilege away," Kelly said. "There
are enough computers in here to
block off a certain section just

for people who want to p lay
games and chat."
Ashen Weaver, senior from
Greenville, said she remembers
people chatting and talking
loudly in the labs last year.
"It made me mad," Weaver
said. "I have more important
things to do besides play
games."
Jennifer Carr, a Hart College
lab worker, said if people refuse
to stop p laying games or chatting, action will be taken.
Carr said after the first
offense, students will be
warned. After the second

offense, they will be asked to
leave. Public Safety officers will
escort students out of the labs if
necessary. If students resist,
they will be banned from the
labs.
Carr said the policy should
prove to be effective.
"There aren't enough computers in here, so no chatting is a
really good thing," Carr said.
In three weeks, Carr said she
has had at least 15 complaints
about the new rule.
Said Carr: "For students who
don't have computers, I can see
why they are upset."
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Dr. Cue demonstrates skills for students at pool exhibition
BY COURTNEY TANNER
CoNTRIBUTING WRIT E.!!

Making the ball go dO\·\'n the hole is
just another job for Tom "Dr. Cue"
Rossman.
Rossmiln exhibited his billiard skills
Sept. 7 in the Curris Center game room.
Much of the crowd wandered into the
game room to see what Rossm<1n's
show was about. There were a few who
had heard about the program before

hand and planned to attend.
"I heard about it and thought I
would come," Shawn Bell, freshman
from Louiwille, said. "I just play for
fun, but thought I could get a few tips."
The train, a pool trick where all 15
balls are .shot into one pocket, was the
one to get the most awes from the
crowd, cvt.:n from the performer himself.
"You Cdn't miss it if you make it,"
Rossman said throughout his prescnt.1-

tion.
"Dr. Cue" docs a billiard exhibitions
c1cross the nation and a few in Europe.
Rossman added Murray State to the
vast list of audiences he has performed
for in the past 14 years, in addition to
other colleges, including University of
Tennt'ssce-Martin.
He has performed for ,, variety of
events, from college fraternities to person,1l birthday parties. llis de.monstrntions focus in on elaboriltc trick shots

and advice for average pool players to newlywed wife on the road.
improve their own games.
Rossman said his crowds started off
Rossman didn't start off performing as small as one or two people, but have
for big crowds. At age 10, Rossman grown since.
started his billiard career as a rack boy
Rossman has become more known
who got extra money by learning and
since he published his now best-selling
performing trick shots for the people in
book, "Rack Up a Victory." He also has
hjs community. He got more involved
"Dr.
Cue Cards," to learn methods for
in billiards while attending college.
After performing for a few groups, banks, tricks and kicks. "Victory BilRossman thought he might be able to liard Academy" is an in-person instrucdo this as a job, so Rossman took his . tion for all levels of pool players.

St. James returns to Murray with new sound, accompanying act
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

The message of God is coming
to Murray State in musical form.
Christian rockers Rebecca St.
James and the brothcr-~i s tt•r
team LaRue will play in !.ovett
Auditorium on Nov. 13. Tickets
will be $7 and will go on sale
Mond.1y at New Life Christian
Bookstore.
Shawn Dunnaway, progr<un
director at WAAJ-fM, s.1id this is
the first time St. James has per-

formed with another group. St.
James and LaRue will tour
together bt•cau!->e the two groups
complement each other's similar
ministries.
Dunnaway $aid Murray was
fortunate to attain the performance because they are only
playing 20 shows in their Transform tour. St. James performed
at Lovett Auditorium in October
1998 when she was un touring
for her "Pray" album, which was
released earlier that year.

"Her shows are unique," he
s.1id. "lt is the kind uf show that
the entire family c.:~n go to. Mom
and Dad will really enjoy it, and
the kids just lo\'e her."
Dunnaway said Australianborn St. James started recording
when she was 15, and is best
known for her 1996 "God"
album.
"Most oi her ~ingles from that
album were released to radio,
which is am.tzing," he said.
Mark Whitt, Baptist Student

Union campus minister, said he
is impressed with St. James.
"She's very good,'' he said.
"She goes beyond the concert
and is very into the ministry. It's
very powerful."
Dunnaway said St. James'
music is a mix of pop and alternative. She has a new album
coming out in mid-October,
which is a mme alternative style.
LaRue has an acoustic rock
sound.
Dunnaway said both groups

have similar evangelistic styles.
"Rebecca St. James spends
clbout 20 to 30 minutes t.llking to
• during her shows," he
the kids
said. "She doesn't spend all her
time talking."
Both Dunnaway and Whitt
said they hope the show attracts
a diverse audience, including
people who do not listen to
Christian music on a regular
basis.
"Christian shows cue not boring," Dunnaway said. "1 think

they are lc1beled a lot as being
boring. (St. james' shows) have
the best production of any show
I have ever seen. The lighting
and the audio production are
incredible."
Whitt said he hopes people
wiii carry away an important
message after seeing the show.
Said Whitt: "I hope people will
walk away from the concert with
a better understanding who
Christ is and tq have a personal
relationship with Jesus."

The Nite Owl took full
advantage of SO cent draft
night at Richard Noggins on
Wednesday night. He only
took $S and he went home
with change and i.n college,
that's a good thing.
The Owl definitely enjoyed
the hot bodies contest, but
he was torn between watching
the contest or laying down
another 10 dimes. It was an
excellent dilemma.
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Racers change running back
rotation for MTSU contest
B Y J ASON BILLINGSLEY

Middle

SPORTS EDITOR

Tennessee
State vs.
Murray State
RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE 1-1,
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
STATE 0.2
KICKOFF:
TOMORROW,
6 P.M.
WHERE:
MuRFREESBORO,
TENN.
PREVIOUS MEETING:

MURRAY STATE 14,
MTSU 35.
SERIES RECORD:
MTSU LEADS 36-29-

3

ovc Footl)ill
Standings
OVera,l, OVC

1

WKU 1~. 1·0
EIU 2.0, 0.0
EKU 2~. 0.0

nu

1-o, o-o

MSU 1-1, G-0
SEM01-1. 0.0
TSU 1-1. D-0
UT-M 1-1. OJ1

Racer Head Coach Joe Pannunzio
is already considering making some
serious changes before Saturday's
game at Middle Tennessee State.
He is making adjustments at running back after the Racers' running
attack the first two games have not
been where he feels it needs to be.
Gamer Byars, sophomore linebacker from Louisville, is moving
from defense to offense to help out
in the running game. The Racers top
two backs from the first two games
have been Mario Riley, sophomore
from Colorado Springs, Colo. and
Tim Linville, senior from Cynthiana.
Riley has run 20 times for 125
yards and Linville has run 25 times
for 113 yards. While Riley is an outside speed back and Linville is an
inside power back, Pannunzio is
looking for someone to be a combination of the two.
Byars said he was surprised by
Pannunzio's decision because of
Byars position on the defensive
depth chart.
•
"I was surprised considering I
was second right behind Beau
(Guest at free safety)," Byars said.
"Every time I get the ball, I want to
get upfield quick so the I can help
the line not have to hold their blocks
as long as they've had to the last
two games."
The Blue Raiders are in their second year as a Division t-A Independent football team, and this is the

first time the teams have played
since 1998, when MTSU in their last
year in the Ohio Valley Conference
defeated the Racers 35-14 at MTSU.
Pannunzio realizes this game is
important after the Racers' narrow
loss to Samford last week.
"Obviously, this is a big week for
us after coming off a disappointing
loss to Samford," Pannunzio said.
"Playing Middle Tennessee is a
chance for us to step up a level and
play a Division 1-A team. I know
they've come off two tough 1055(.'5.
When you're playing Olinois and
Florida, who are both Top 15 teams
in my opinion, it's really not an
indicator of what kind of football
team MTSU is. We'll have our work
cut out for us. It will take everything
we have to come away from
Murfreesboro with a win. Our best
chance for a win is to jump on them
early."
The MTSU offense is a wide-open
four to five receiver package with
tall receivers and a good running
attack with Dwone Hicks, who has
averaged 99 yards rushing in
MTSU's first two games of the season against Illinois and Florida.
"They obviously feel like he can
get off and get going a bit against
us," Pannunzio said. "They do a
nice job of getting him the ball and
they run some trap plays. He is an
exciting, SEC-type of runner.
"It will be the first test for us to
face some tall wide receivers on the
outside," he said. "It will be a
~upreme matchup for Tyrone Graham and David Kilkenny. Obvious-

ly, for us to win an OVC Championship, those kids have to hold up
all year long. This will be a great test
for those kids. They are a no-huddle
offense that is a wide-open, exciting
kind of thing. They do a nice job of
spreading the ball around."
Kilkenny, junior from Brooklyn,
said the Racers' secondary was
ready for the challenge.
''We've been practicing all week
on being aggressive and doing the
techniques we've been taught,"
Kilkenny said. "We've worked
hard, practiced hard and watched
a lot of film on them, so I feel Ty
(Tyrone Graham), me and the rest
of the team are ready for them."
Pannunzio felt he deserved at
least some of the blame for the loss
at Samford, and he said he needs
to get the team fired up better for
road games.
"I don't think I had our team
prepared," he said. "We weren't as
ready to play as we were against
Southern Illinois. I think a lot of
the credit has to go to Samford, but
we weren't ready to play. I wnsn't
as excited and fired up as I was to
play SIU, and the kids could see
that. We have got to be at a fever
pitch for every game, especially
when we go on the roaq. You have
to put it behind you, go on down
the road and chalk it up as a learn·
ing experience."
Kickoff for Saturday's game is
scheduled for 6 p.m. in Murfreesboro, Tenn.

L.1ura Dearon/The

New~

J acquis McDuffie, sophomore from New Market, Ala., j umps for a pass
during practice Tuesday afternoon at Roy Stewar t Stadium.

Tillman charged with assault Knight's dismissal loss for Hoosiers
Sports Talk
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY

SPORTS EDITOR

TEMENCE TIU.MAN
senior

Memphis, Tenn.

TILLMAN IS LISTED
AS PROBABLE FOR
SATURDAY
BECAUSE OF AN
ANKLE INJURY HE
SUFFERED
AGAINST
SAMFORD.

Murray State wide rece1ver Terrence Tillman, senior from Memphis, Tenn., was
arrested Monday at 11:30 p.m. for allegedly striking three students at a Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity party on Aug. 19.
His court date is Oct. 2 at 9:30 a.m. Tillman was released after Racer Head Co.1ch
Joe Pannunzio posted $500 bail. The stipulation ofTillman's release was that he may
not go near the Lambda Chi house.
According to a Murray Police Department report, Tillman was with a group
who tried to jump the fence next to the
Lambda Chi house to get into the party
without paying.
Tillman was then confronted by Aaron
Walters and Ryan Lawyer, Lambda Chi
members, who told the group to leave,
according to the report. Tillman then
allegedly struck Walters in the left jaw.
Tillman also allegedly struck lawyer and
bystander jeremiah Burkeen. When the
fight ended, Tillman and the other individuals fled the scene.
Tillman said Thursday he wanted to
apologize for the incident.

"1 would like to apolgize to the students
and the athletic department," Tillman said.
''I really regret the situation and wish 1
could go back and change things, but I
can't. Athletes have been given a bad image
lately, and that is not the image Murray
State athletes want to give."
Pannunzio declined to elaborate on Till·
man's punishment, but said it has been
taken care of.
"We don't appro,·e of what happened,"
Pannunzio said. "We are going to leave this
in the court's hands since we already disci·
plined him, and if they find something else
that we clidn't discipline him for, we will
add on to it."
Murray State Athletics Director E.W.
Dennison echoed Pannunzio's concern.
"Terrence deserves his day in court,"
Dennison said. "'We also want to make sure
our athletes realize we won't tolerate that
kind of behavior on campus."
Pannunzio expressed concern about how
students will perceive the team.
"There is no reason for the football team
to not get along with the student body,"
Pannunzio said. "The student body is so
important to us, it's just crazy to think we
can't get along with them."

MSU men win Racer Invitational
BY TIM A LSOBROOKS

STAFF WRITER

The Murray State men's cross
country team must agree with
Dorothy in the "Wizard of Oz":
There's no place like home.
The team won the second annual Racer Invitational last weekend
by placing four runners in the top
ten. Distance Coach Pablo
Sanchez was happy with his
team's performance.
"Tt was great to win the meet on
our home field," Sanchez said.
leading the way for the Racers
was Jeremy Kirk, junior from
Aloha, Ore., coming in fourth out
of 41 runners with a time of 21:06.
"Jeremy has done an excellent
job for us so far," Sanchez said.
"He has become a team leader
and has stepped up since Brian
Palmer (senior from Benton) i~
just now commg off an injury."
Just seconds behind Kirk were
Joe Davis, sophomore from Benton, with a sixth place finish and a
time of 21:38 and Palmer who
came in with a time of 21:42 and
seventh place.
"Everyone stayed in a nice cluster," Coach Sanchez said. "The
gap between our first guy that

Everyone needs something to live for,
and in Indiana, we live for basketbalL
This is why the firing of Indiana University basketball Coach Bob Kmght has
rocked the state of Indiana. To Hoosiers,
like myself, basketball is not just a pastime.
It is not just a sport. It is an obsession.
The "Indiana Daily Student," the IU stu·
dent newspaper, reported that a student
has a plaque in his kitchen that reads, "The
Lord is my shepherd but Bobby Knight is
my coach."
No one ever said that about Rick Pitino.
Knight is an icon of the state. To most
Hoosiers, Knight did not just coach basketball. Knight was b.1sketball.
Knight gave a representation of Indiana
that most Hoosiers enjoyed. He showed
the world that there were a few Hoosiers
whose paths you dare not cross and gave
Indiana a reputation outside the com-fed,
Midwestern glow.
Everyone, or at least every IU basketball
fan, felt comforted knowing that year after
year, day after day, Knight would give
Indiana a reason to be proud, or at least a
reason to be mentioned on the evening
news.
All that changed when IU President
Myles Brand fired Knight on Sunday.
According to USA Today, Brand said the
firing came after Knight broke .1 "zero-tolerance'' policy from May 15.
Knight was not the most gentleman-like
example for the men of the Hoosier state.
He did, howe\'er, have good aim when it
came to chairs. Yes, he threw chairs. Yes,
he threw temper tantrums. Yes, he choked
the occasional student, and he deserved to
be punished for this.

However, Brand broke one of the great
Hoosier commandments: thou shall not
dis Bob Knight.
Knight is sacred to those who followed
his game. If basketball were a religion,
Knight would be the pope, all be it a very
ruthless one.
This religious-like pandemonium is not
just a craq disease. Pride in college basketball is instilled in the Hoosier child at a
young age. In [ndiana, basketball is snuck
into the curriculum of elementary schooL
The movie "Hoosiers" is a standard
educational tooL By the time a child is in
third grade, he or she has already picked a
college. Of course, it's a college to root for
in basketball.
No matter where you're from, or for
whom you were rooting, arguably
enough, Knight always gave basketball
fans something to talk about. For this, he
was one of the mo~t renowned coaches
throughout college basketball history.
It's not the end oi an era for a "good"
basketball coach. It's the end of an era for
one of lndicUla's most colorful characters.
Nobody, even Mike Davis, Knight's
assistant who was hired as interim lU basketball coach Tuesday, will never be able
to live up to the spectacle that was Knight.
Hoosiers and the rest of the world might
actually have to focus on basketball, and
that would be the biggest shame of aiL
Because we all know Indiana University
basketball wasn't about hoops and players; it was all about Bob Knight.

M ELISSA

STONEBERGER

"To MOST
HoosiERS,
KNIGHT DID
NOT JUST
COACH

BASKETBALL.

KNIGHT WAS
BASKETBALL u

Melissa Stontberger is the college liji• editor for
''Tile Murmy State Nt·ws."

Soccer splits weekend matches
BY JEREMY K IRK

STAFF WRITER

Barry lohnson/Cuesl

J eremy Kirk. junior from Aloha, Ore., a nd Joe Davis, sophomore from Benton, lead the pack dur ing the Racer lm·itational.
came in and our fifth guy was
under a minute, which is excellent."
MSU's women came in fourth
out of five teams at the Racer Invi·
tational. v,,nderbilt won the
meet, followed bv Louisville and
Southeast Missot;ri.
Erin McMullen, freshman from
Sillem, Ill., cc1me in 18th place out
of 51 runnl'rs. She ran the twomile meet in 12;.!8.
"I didn't realize I was leading
the pack," McMullen said. "It was

---

raining and all I knew was it felt
good finish."
The next competition for MSU
is tomorrow at the We:.tern•Kentucky Invitational in Bowling
Green.
One of the top runners for the
women, Lindsay Newlin, junior
from Georgetown, Ill., is just coming off an injury and sat out last
weekend at the Racer Invitational
but plans to run tomorrow in
Bowling Green.

Competing against another first-year team, the Murray State Racers shut out Alabama A&M 9-0 on Sun·
day, after losing to Samford 2-1 on Saturday.
This sets the Lady Racer's record at 3-2 for the season.
"We played pretty well," Head Coach Mike Minielli
said of the Racers lost to Samford. "It was an even
game and would have been an upset either way."
With the score even at one, Samford took advantage
of a Murray player out of position and hit an ''unbelievable point," Minielli said.
The score by Samford started with Murray having a
comer kick and missing on two opportunities to score.
Samford regained control of the ball and carried it up
the field for the score.
"That was the turning point, but that didn't ge.t us
out of the game," Minielli said, "We had two other
chances to score after that."
April Freeman, senior from Paducah, said the team
should have beaten Samford.
"We controlled them the entire second half, but

couldn't get the ball in the net," Freeman said.
A key to the win against Alabama A&M was when
an Alabama A&M defender slapped the ball away
from the goal after it passed the goalie, which is automatic ejection.
"We played pretty well and had a big goal output for
a soccer game," Minielli said. "After an A&M player
was ejected, we wore them into the ground with our
depth and numbers."
In the second half the Racers found their rhythm and
scored six goals.
Minielli said they showed characteristics of a new
team.
"That's typical for a new team (starting off slow),"
Minielli said. "We're trying to get the right chemistry
now."
Gustafson said the team usually communicates well
during games and are starting to understand the way
everyone plays.
Said Gustafson: "We started off guard a little bit
(against A&M). We adjusted and played really welL"
The Racers will play at home today at 4 p.m. against
Indiana State.
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OVC Action·

SportUght
Michael Slater,
M eesa Olah
Michael Slater
and Meesa Olah
are in this week's
Racer SportLight.
Slater, junior
from Vicksburg,
Miss., caught six
passes for 103
yards in his second MSU game, a
19-'l7loss to Samford University
on Sept. 7.
Slater leads the
Racers in receptions this year
with 10 for 174
yards and two
touchdowns.
Olah, sophomore from
Belleville, III.,
leads the Racer
volleyball team in
assists with 118
through Wednes-;
day. She is also
fourth in the conference in assists
per game, averaging 10.73.
Olah replaced
graduated setter
Mica Wojinski,
who was one of
the Racers alltime leaders in
assists.

FastFact
On Sept. 11,
1985, Pete Rose,
the 44-year-old
player-manager
of the Cincinnati
Reds, cracked his
4,192 career hit off
Eric Show of the
Padres. This
broke Ty Cobb's
57-year-old major
league record for
career hits. Rose
retired in 1986
with 4,256 hits.

Men's Scores
FootbaD
SMurday
SEMO 34
SIU 33

Correction
Jeremy Kirk's hometown was left out of
the cross country story in the Sept. 8 issue of
"ll1e News." He is from Aloha, Ore.

Murray State student-athletes
contribute to community

Murr.1y Stat~ basketball players Isaac
Spencer .1nd Chris Shumate went to South
Marshall Midd le School in Hardin to speak
RACER Foundation provides fan to approximately 100 students last March.
The appearance served was a reward to
bus for MTSU football game
The RACER Foundation wiU be sponsor- South Marsh.11l students who have excelled
ing a fan bus for the Murray State vs. Mid- in the school's reading program. ln addidle TennL>ssee State football game, which tion to shooting ba!'kets and signing autotakes place Saturday in Murfreesboro, graphs for the students, Spencer and Shumate took time to discuss the importance of
Tenn.
The cost is $55 per person, which education, the dangers of using drugs and
includes one game ticket and the cost of the respect for others.
bus ride. The bus will depart from Roy
Murray State athletic teams also made
Stewart Stadium at 1 p.m. and will return other contributions to the Murray commuimmediately following the game. The game nity last year. Former football Head Coach
is scheduled to kick off at 6 p.m.
Denver Johnson and former quarterback
For more information or to reserve a seat, justin Fuente were in an ad campaign for
phone the MSU athletics department at 762- the United Way. Johnson also supported St.
6800.
Jude's Children's Hospital because of his
daughter's victory over leukemia. The
United Way ad campaign continued in the
WQTV broadcasts tape-delayed
fall with basketb,lll Head Coach Tevester
volleyball game at UT-Martin
Spencer
and
former
Anderson,
The Murray State Racer volleyball team
forward/center Mike Turner.
will have their game from Tuesday night
Harris jones, sophomore quarterback
against UT-Martin broadcast tape delayt'<.i
from Milan, Tenn., also spoke about his vicon WQTV on Saturday night at 8:30, foltory over leukemia at Up 'til Dawn, a fundlowing college football.
WQTV is channel 16 on Charter Commu- raiser at the Regional Special Events Center
for St. Jude's. Alsc.1, the Murray State volleynications cable TV.
ball
team ran, not walked, at Roy Stewart
This is currently the only televised \'OlStadium
for Relay Fm Life last May in what
leyball game of the season.
h.:~s become a yearly tradition for the squad
and Head Coach Da,•id Schwepker.

OVC Football
Schedule
S•llltd•y
Wl!St••rn Krntucky at Elon, I p m
E.l>t.>m IIIIM.s•tTolo...to,bpm,

Murr•v SMtt at ~1\JJI..• Tt'llnr,see.
~pm.

llhnoiS St.tr 11 Suutheast \.li!IM)un.
bp.m.

T~nn.,_ Stall! VI jaclo.son State (•H
Mtmphl•), 6 pm
To·l\m'..'"'' roch•tOhio UniWI"ilty,

bp.m

OVC Volleyball
Standings
ovc

Overall

OVC Volleyball
Schedule
Frfdn·\•tur<by
1\U>hn lwy •I Ko•ntu.;h Cunl•r.n...,

TfU
1-0
UT-Martin 1-0

6-1

Moreht!ad 0-0

3-1

EIU
APSU

0·0

4·3

0-0

4-4

0-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

1·5

M..rvhe.td •I ~.. .,,.,.,., Jn,·lt.olio""l

1·6
2-5

r IT\. (~turd•v)

EKU

SEMO
MSU
TSU

6-2

0·7

C'hill•ng•

M.utm ot Ea<t<·rn
WriJ•yl
UI

lllit,>i>. 1 p m.

Tt•nnt..,.~SUtL~.u Tre\'~·....J

N•t•l'\"n~. 7 p m. (Ftod•y)

Eo>h·m K··ntl,.·ky •• Penn ~'""' Cl•:t-

~lc

Murr.w $1.\tf ~I f~htrrn lllh\tl't~J5

Murray fell one spot to No. 138 in "The
Sporting News" .:~nnu.1l rankmg llf the top
sports cities in the Unitl•d States.
Each year since 1993, "lhe Sporting
News" has rankl'd the top sports cities .in
America by a sd oi criteri,l. 'll1c1t criteria is
that each city must at least have a Di\'i~ion
I basketball team or be home to an affiliated
minor league b.1seball team, long-season
Class A or abo\'e, or to an NFL or major
league training camp.

Overall
0-0 5·1-0
0-0 3-H

SEMO
MSU
0-0
Morehead 0-0
TIU
UTM

D-0
0-0

3-2-0

3·2·1
2-3-0
0-5·0

OVC Soccer
Schedule
I o.l•y
V•lp•rol«'all..,.lcrn IUrnco.., 4

pm
Ul M~rtm•t

p.m(::.Oiul\l.t)?
f<1lf1<~ Tcth II 1\'HghtStJI<." Tour·
tt..1ml"fll

f.bt.:m K<nw..ky •t SL l'w1(i•tP... ~
S..'lulhcost~.

2p.m

'
l'ln~ry. 7 rm

lnd,.u14 St.u,• ~t Mu".l~ $.tJ111.•. J

pm
~h·n·h··.t.J •t Uwt.-~h•n

!WV.o J 5

I'm
.S•turoloy
S.t.11~.

lwh •' 141,1

h·nnt.~M.·••

'"Ill

Sun.J•v
f-i.,r,•h,•••l •' "Pf"'l•d•14~ 'i~•••·· II
a.m.
L T·M.,tln al l.oolc'm llllnc'llt, I

pm
~IUnt.•.g.s" Mu-rt.tv ;t..ltt·. I

-p:m

\\'Qtl'T11 llliMio 11 5JiMO I p.lrl

EIU 72
KY Wesleyan 0 :

EKU34
Indiana State 10 •

Western KV 71
UT-Martin 0

Women'.s Scores •
Soccer

Sept. 6
1TU6

Residential
Colleges

Fraternities
Softb.tll
Monday

Ml'n' s Soil ball

Scgm.> l'lu ff"'llon vt. l.ornb.Ja Chi

1"/l.::;tf,IV

~·!.-ma l.ho ,., Po ~'"PI'• AlphA v

Atpt~•.Rpm

l'r.ml!in '"'· C!.>r~. b r m

tk..,t<r '""' Whuo:. 7 p.m.
Nq;L'fllS ,.. t. Ra..:hm,mJ. t1 r m.
Tlwr:;ololl/
Rlchnmnd 's. \\'h•t.o. II p m
Cl.;r~ vs. fl•rt7r m
Ro:l(ml> ,.,_ rr.on hn. ~p.m.
[l11;1lx·th \'"· ll.,'Stc.•t. Q

~.Ill,

Women's Soltball

TINStim'

f-t,~tcf ~.. ~plln~\'t', t1 p m
Ht<hmor>J•·• li.,t.7pm
~ilwlx-U, .,._ Cl.ork," r m
1<<-gt:rol> ,.,._ 1\ hot••, Q p m.

w:. .

nt"sd.ty

Alph.1 (,.;,mm~t Rhn Vtt. t ..un\~41 <.:fu
Alph.o." p m
Alph• I~"Ornr)!.l VII. 1'1 K.lpf'J
Alrh•, 7 p m
'' lph• St~m11 I'hi Vll.l:>lxm• Chi, II
}"'·m.
S.~nlo1 l'ho (·.1»11"" '"· 1\ Iph•
l"':".tm"'"' Khu, 9 p n1

Sororities

"

N. Carolina A&T 16
TSU 14

Other local and conference rival cities
rankings were: Na~hville, 15th; Chic.1go,
21st; Knoxville, Tt.'nn., +lth; Birmingham,
Ala., 5-lth; Lexington, 64th; Murfreesboro,
Tenn., 122nd; Cape Cir.1rdeau, Mo., 132nd;
Carbondale, Ill., !35th; Charleston, Ill.,
161st; OarksvilJe, Tenn., I65th; Cookeville,
Tenn., 168th; Bowling Green, 183rd; Martin,
Tenn., 192nd; Morehead, 237th; Richmond,
245th.
l11e complete r.1nking stnry can be found
in the Aug. l.t issue of "The Sporting
News" or on its Web site at
www.sportingnews.com.

''Sports Briefly";_., compiled brJ Assistant SJfOrts
Editor, Sam Aguiar.

1

1TU29
Harding 27

SanJosc.

ftart '" f'llt.tbrlh, 4 p.m

Ti.·nnL'$il'l'

U I Mo~r11n Jl S.•u•hciO>t M155<•un, I

'"'"'"'
\1urtoy8toll-at

'The Sporting News' ranks
Murray among top sports cities

ovc
EIU

The ranking is based on a team's success
through championships, playoff berths,
regular-season won-lost records, applicable
power ratings, overall fan fervor th.11 h;
measured in p.nt by attcnd.mce a~ pl'rcent
of arena/stadium capacity, sports .ltmosphere and availa~ility, franchise nwnt•rship, marquee appec1l of athletes and quality of compdition.
St. Louis was pickt..'t.l fir~! this year, surpassing its pre,·ious high of ninth in 1995.
The rest of the top 10 includt..>d New York·
long Island-New Jersey, D.:~llas-Fort
Worth, Phoenix, Miami, Detroit, BaltimorcW<~shington D.C., Philadelphia, Lo::. ;\ngcles-Anaheim and O.lkland-S.m Franasco-

TI1e 2000 Murray St,1tc Uni\'l'r:oilty Racer
Homecoming Golf Tournnment will be
held on Oct. 27 at the Milk•r Memorial Golf
Course.
Priz~ for the toumumcnt, which will be
a four~member scramble, WiiJ be olW;lrded
in the following call•gories; all-men, allwomen, seniors and mixed. Senior~ and
mixed awards will be presentt~ only if
three of more teams from each category
play.
Moming tee times for the e,·cnt will run
from 8 tl) 10 a.m., while afternoon IL>e times
will run from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. The entry
fee for the tournament is 560 per person
and Includes green and cart f('(.'S, a swe,lt·
shll't, prizes and lunch.
For reservation::., phone the .1thletics
department .1t 762·6800.

OVC Soccer
Standings

s..n.uy

Source: ESPN

2000 Racer Homecoming Golf
Tournament sets schedule

Upscomb 0
Sept. 8
Drury 2
SEMO 1

Ark. Uttle-Rock 3
UT-Martln 1
Morehead 3
Western Carolina 3

voae,w
MtJntMy

Miaourt clef. SEMO,
3-4 (15-5, 15-6, 1561
Belmont def. TSU, 30 (15-11, 15-7, 1S:
11)

.~

Tue!d.ty

UT-Martin clef. MSU,
3-4 (15-8,15-t,ls.G)

nu def. TSU, :J.G
(15-2, 15-1, 15-01
WICU def. APSU, 3-1
(9-15, 15-9, 15-4,
ls.G)

1'/wt>dav
Rlchmt>nd ~'- f~ t- p.m.
Wh1tr '~. «;pru1j,'t'f, 7 p.nt
ft,,.cr vs. R~ S p.m
tbrt '" Cbr\, 9 p m

Freshmen Senator
~ Eleetions ~

Wed., Sept. zo
in Curris Center
Dance Lounge
8:30 a.m. · 4:30 p.m.

Bring your Racer ID
..

Sports
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Soccer coach brings loads of credentials to MSU
BY SAM A GUIAR
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Of all the prominent coaches in
Murray State's athletics department, perhaps the most impressive resume comes from a man
whom you wouldn't expect.
Five All-Americans, 23 AllConference players, three conference championships, a Final Four
appearance and a plaque designating him NCAA Division II
Coach of the Year are just some of
his accomplishments.
No, these achievements do not
belong to Tevester Anderson, nor
have they been attained by Joe
Pannunzio.
They belong to Mike Minielli,
the coach of the Murray State
women's soccer team-a team
that had not yet played a game on
the varsity level when he arrived
on campus.
Minielli's
aforementioned
coaching success was achieved at
his alma mater, St. Joseph's College in northern Indiana.
"Throughout the '90s, we (St.
Joseph's) were consistently
ranked nationally and won three
conference
championships,"

Minielli said. "Our success culminated in 1996 with an undefeated
record in conference and a thirdplace finish in the NCAA touma·
ment."
After winning the conference
again in 1997, Minielli decided it
was time to move on in his career.
"With many national programs
moving to Division I and with St.
Joseph's tuition consistently on
the increase. recruiting was
becoming more and more difficult," Minielli said. "It got to the
point where I felt it necessary to
go in another direction."
While St. Joseph's was experiencing this decline, Murray State
had formed a search committee to
hire a head coach for the women's
soccer program. The prospect of
building a team from scratch and
assuming complete control of the
program were enticing offers for
Minielli.
"I interviewL>d for many positions throughout the nation and
would eventually turn them
down," Minielli said. "These programs did not provide the control
and potential for success that
Murray's p rogram did. The
opportunity to take charge of the

as three times a week."
When not on the road, MinieW
was busy on the phone.
"The NCAA requires an athletic program to submit logs of all
phone calls," Miniclli said. "At
the end of each month, we would
send in approximately 1,000 calls
reported on more than 10 pages."
The recruiting work attracted
over 70 girls for official visits and
30 more for unofficial trips.
"The whole process' was so hectic and crazy," Minielli said. ''I'm
so relieved that now I can actuaJJy
focus on our season and our progression as a team."
With the recruiting and planning processes slowed, Minielli
and his assistants can now focus
on bringing in a select few players
each season rather than an entire
Ryan Brooks/The News roster. For next year, Minielli has
Racer Soccer Head Coach Mike Minielli instructs his players his sights set on an Olympian or
two.
during pr actice a t Ha milton Field on Tuesday afternoon.
"Throughout the course of the
recruiting and buiiQ.ing of this easy task.
Olympics, we'll keep an eye on
program ser\'ed as an offer I
"For my entire first year, the young girls playing for national
couldn't refuse.''
recruiting process was insane,''• teams that would perhaps like to
Minielli arriwd in Murray in Miniclli said. "During the club come· here to play and receive an
April of 1999, but he would soon season, I was making trips to education at the same time,"
discover that building a team for t()umaments in St. Louis, Minielli said. "We've already
Division l competition is not an Louisville and Lexington as many received news that a couple Nor-

wegians have shown interest and
hopefully Rosa (a~:;istant coach
Rosa DaSilva} can attain contact
with a girl from Brazil.''
With more time to actually live
and breathe, Minielli has been
able to focus on the present and
future goals of Racer soccer.
" I can see the team getting better each time we play," Miruelli
said. "By the end of the season,
we hope to be in position to make
a strong contention in the OVC
tournament. With our roster consisting of so many underclassmen, we hope and expect to
achieve more success with the
aging of these girls. We would
Jove to be like our men's basket~
ball as a team that can consistently SUCCl>ed and make a run for the
title."
For now, Minielli wants to settle
down and enjoy the new experience.
"My wife and I have so many
good things to say about Murray
and the support and help we've
rL'Ceived," Minielli said. "Our fan
base has been excelJcnt and everyone has been extrenwly warm
and kind. We are so grateful for
all that we've receivL>d here."

Cheerleaders prepare for nationals Women's tennis starts fall season
said. "For the guys, it's mostly
upperclassmen, except one freshman. We have a really . talented
They are on the sidelines, but group that is very easy to motisome people do not consider them vate."
'
athletes. They work and train as
After the pre-camp, the squad
hard as the teams they support, but drove more thnn six hours to East
most people do not notice their Tennessee State University for the
work. They are the Murray State University Chl'erleading Associacheerleaders.
tion four-day camp with many of
Just like the Racer football team, the top cheerleading teams in Di,·ithe MSU cheerleaders started train- sion 1-AA, including 10-time
ing for the season this summer. In national champion Morehead State
June, the cheerleaders had their University.
first practices and orientation, then
Murray State cheerleaders finthe squad started a pre-camp of ished 4th at the camp in sideline
three practices a day for three days.. cheers, 3rd in crowd cheer and 3rd
"We've got a great squad with a in fight cheer.
The cheerleaders then prepared
lot of freshmen and mostly underclassmen for the girls, which is a for the annual pep rally at the
good thing," coach Jimmy Jones Regional Special Events Center for
BY JASON B ILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

all freshmen during Great Beginnings weekend, and for the first
home football game against Southem lllinois on Aug. 31 .
"The first game we wanted to get
our motions and sideline cheers
down," men's captain Reese Torrence said. "Now we'll work on our
basket tosses and pyramids."
The team is now preparing to
continue to de\'elop routines for
home games, including a new routine for Family Weekend, and
ready themselvt.>S for U1e national
finals at Wall Disney World in
Orlando, Fla. Murray's best finish
at the nationals was ninth in 1998.
The cheerleaders held tryouts for
the Gold squad earlier this week,
and results should be announced
today by sponsor Slieri Riddle.

BY STEPHANIE ELDER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The women's tennis team takes
its first step toward meetings its
goals today when it faces Indiana
State Unjversity at 3 p.m. in
Evansville, Ind.
During the fall ~eason there
tends to be a lack of effort because
it is not Ohio Valley Conference
competition.
Yet, the Lady Racers have the
attitude that this season is the
only season, and they are out to
win, head coach Connie Keasling
said .
"'The players are excited, anxious and confident about the
upcoming play," she said.
Keasling said the goal for this

season is to win two of the three
dual matches and be able to get
individuals into the indoor Rolex
Tournament.
This event, along with another
Rolex tounament to be played
later, serves as a qualifier for next
spring's
NCAA
individual
national championships.
For the women's team there are
seven players returning from last
year. Keasling said the team looks
to senior Georgia Katona from
Budapest, Hungary for leadership.
Maria Alonte, junior from Milwaukee, and Cheryl Graham,
sophomore from Peachtree City,
Ga., were All-OVC last year and
ulso return.

"Our sophomores returning
give our program depth, and
freshman Melissa Spencer had a
stellar junior tennis career and
looks promising," Keasling said.
Walk-on players also add to
this year's team.
"We have some new girls that
are really good and we are looking fonvard to a great season,"
Graham said.
Keasling said the fall season
prepares the team for OVC play
in the spring.
After their match tl)day, the
Lady Racers will r~main in
Evansville for contests with the
University of Evansville tomor~
.row and the University of
Louisville on Sunday.

Now that classes are keeping )'OU bus)',
let us deliver lunch & dinner to )'OU!
I·----~----------------·
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

All You Can Eat
fl Drink
LUNCH Buffet

onJ~ $3.99
·---------------------

r---------------------•
Pick up or Delivery Special

--------- Sunset Boulevard
--------·
Music

I

[ou1111n

LARGE PIZZA
up to IO toppings

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: M on-Sat, 10 a.m .-6 p.m.
Phone: 270-753-01 13

·---------------------

Ju!lt 1 Block From M§U Dorm!l

I
804 Chestnut St.

7S~-66S6

~-

Si!DD

Off Any l\lew
0
Compact Disc

·---------

[oupon

________ ..

Shampoo, Cut & Style

ftlrteJE~

$12- women • $10- men
MSU- 10°/o OFF

Hair Designs
305N. 12th
University Square
1'53-MIWE

\\~\LK-INS O~LY!

Watching your budget?
Gloria's World Village Foods

Sen~ing Breakfast, Lunch

til Dinner

7 a.m. - 8 p.m.
214 N. 15th St.
(across from Pogue Library)
759-3233

"IF YOU ONLY KNEW of the peace and
harmony the program, in spiritual understanding that a knowledge of Christian
Science would bring you, why you would
demand it! But no need for that, you are
warmly and lovingly invited to visit our
services at any time you like."

C~hristian

I
I

Science

Sunday 10:30 a.m. 1634 Main St.
2 Blocks west of campus

A VEDA.
THE ART AND SCIENCE OF PURE FLOWERS AND PLANT ESSENCES TM

tthe Essential 'Day Spa

1311 J ohnson Blvd.+ Murray, KY + (270)767-0760
+ Massage Therapy + Facials •Z. Paraffin Therapy
+ Aromatherapy + Sugaring + Manicure/Pedicure
+ Pierre Et Fleur - Hot Stone Massage
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Volleyball swept at Fiesta Bowl
tourney, OVC opener at UT-Martin
performance to others. "It was
hard to adjust to the weather
and little stuff. r think we were
kind of intimidated also."
The Racers opened the tournament Sept. 8 against Northern
Ari:£ona, falling behind in two of
the three games. Having to play
catch up the remainder of the
games, the Racers were unable
to overcome the deficit.
Facing Georgetown on Saturday, the Racers again lost in
three games: one with a loss of
12 points. However, Metti said
the players did not give up
going into their last match
against Arkansas-Little Rock.
"They didn' t give up and that
showed a lot of character,'' Metti
said. "We should have played
that way the entire tournament,
but we showed we were capable
of winning."
Olah agreed with Metti. "We
were all sick of playing like crap,
so we focused on playing well,"
she said. "We figured we had
nothing else to lose."
Murray State was able to force
a fifth game. Fifth games are
played as rally-point games, in
which a team can score on
offense or defense by siding out.
"We had a two-point lead,"
Olah said. "The scort> went back

BY J EREMY K IRK
STAff W RITER

The Murray State volleyball
team ended its showing a t the
Fiesta Bowl Volleyball Tournament on Saturday agains t
Arkansas-Little Rock, losing in a
five-game thriller, 15-7, 6-1 5, 156, 10-15, 18-20.
The Racers also co mpeted
agains t Northern Arizona and
Georgetown Uruversity at the
two-day tournament, losing to
Northern Arizona 9-15, 13-15,
10-15, and to Georgetown 12-15,
3-15, 11-15.
" [ think we came out mentally
ready, but we were just too
tight," volleyball head coach
David Schwepker said.
Assis tant volleyball coach
Marlene Metti had a similar
reaction to the tournament. "We
started out really flat and did not
play as well as I expected," Metti
said.
Meesa Olah, sophomore from
Be lleville, Ill., said adjusting to
the weather and getting dehydrated may have been reasons
for not playing to the team's
potential at the s tart of the tournament.
"The whole mood was different," said Olah, comparing this

TO

and forth and was pretty close. It
was heartbreaking."
Metti said the team played to
their potential in their last
match.
"Everyone was doing what
they were supposed to and they
all played together," Metti said.
Rachel Neighbors, senior from
Santa Clause, Ind., also said
everyone played together. "It
was an awesome game, and
everyone was all pumped up,"
she said.
Olah said the tournament was
a positive learning experience.
"We need to get the big games
behind us so we'll have something under our belts," Olah said.
"It was also good to see different
schools we usually don't see in
our conference."
The Racers traveled toUT-Martin for their Ohio Valley Conference opener on Tuesday night.
The Racers fell in straight
games 15-8, 15-4, 15-6. MSU was
led by Carrie Potthast, freshman
from St. Rose, lll., with nine kills
and Sara Schmitt, sophomore
from Louisville, with four blocks,
three of which were solo.
The UT-Martin game will be
broadcast
tape-delayed
on
WQTV Saturday night at 8:30.
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RSEC:
Possible hours
discussed at meeting
From Page 1
"There are basketball courts, volleyball courts and it is a beautiful facility,''
Alexander said. "We are going to use it.
We are not going to cut the students'
recreation at all. ·•
He said the building was constructed
with the students in mind .
"We anticipated this when we were
building the building because we
installed bleachers that have electrical
motors th,lt push the bleachers out and
don't mark the floor," he said.

I

Robertson said RSEC Director Shelley
Todd and Epperson will meet to determine an exact schedule of the center's
availability, which could be posted as
soon as next week.
Neither Todd nor Epperson returned
phone calls.
Hours discussed at Monday's meeting
were from 3 to 11 p.m. each day except
when another e\'ent has already been
scheduled. RSEC had previously been
open for student use frum 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday unless
other plans were scheduloo in advance.
The new plan would allows students to
work out whenever they wanted to
v..:ithout scheduling a specific time.
"Particularly we think it's going to
provide opportunities for students who
just want to go over and shoot some
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baskets or play volleyball," Robertson
said. "That's been our biggest challenge
on the campus because that's probably
the thing that gets shortchanged the
most."
Brockway said in the past students
have not been abll• to use RSEC more
because the University was not able to
provide security and supervi~ion. He
said that will not be a problem during
the Carr Health Building's renovation
because University staff and R<:~cer
Patrol previously assigned to Carr
Health can be reassigned to RSEC while
it is being renovated.
If RSEC hours are expanded by Oct. l
as planned, students will be without an
indoor recreation facility for jogging and
most sports for about two weeks from
when contractors take over the Carr

Health Building on Monday. During
that time they may use the light sports
equipment in the Curris Center and Hart
College fitness centers.
Several of the committet' members
said Thorne was behind the movement
to get a recreation facility to temporarily
replace the Carr Health Building.
"Michael Thorne saw this as an issue
and wa~ really very active in getting the
appropriate parties together and discussing the plan," Robertson said . "He is
to be commended for going ahead and
getting .l solution together before the
problem really surfaced.
Right now there is some transition
time. If it had not been addressed until
November or December, I think we
would have been reacting and what
Michael was doing was he saw a prob-

lem, he saw something that was going to
be negative to the students and he went
out and tackled it. He actually got everybody together to come up with a workable solution. That's just good leader:;hip to do that."
Expanding RSEC hours is not the only
option being looked at. Racer Arena
may be used to a limited extent if needed, Robertson said.
Thorne is pushing for the National
Scouting Museum building to be used as
another facility after the museum
vacates the building. The museum's
lease will not be up until March.
"I want to use that space," Thorne
said. "It was originally at one point a
gym and it's still got the gym floor down
in there and 1 want it for recreational
space for students.''

CANDIDATES: Economic development key election issue

WET/DRY: Last two votes were under different situations

From Page 1

From Page 1

with n bachelor's degree in
criminal justice after beginning
his education here in 1974.
Throughout that time, he raLc;cd
two children, and worked as a
deputy, then as sheriff of Marshall County for 17 yeors. He
later served as U.S. Marshall for
western Kentucky.
"I went to this school before
this building was built,'' Roy
said during an interview in the
Curris Center on Monday. " I
didn't net.>d day care, but I knew
a lot of people who did."
Roy's tics to Murray State
don't end with his degree. He
also served last year as the
alumni assod<ttion p resident.
Economic development in
western Kentucky is one area
the incumbent and challenger
agree.
Roy said he will support
developing western Kentucky
through sufficient roads and
railways. In return, college
gradu.Hes will · find jobs in this
area rather than in a big city.

.....

Help

"I w.1nt to find opportunities
to have jobs and create jobs here
in rural America," he said.
Whitfield is co-sponsoring
legislation called the Delta
Regional Authority, which
would allocate federal funds to
Western Kentucky for utility
lines, new roads and bridges, as
well as supplemental funds for
new businesses. The House is
expected to vote on that legislation next year.
"Young people graduat ing
from Murray State University,
for example, might be able to
find well-paying jobs right there
in western Kentucky so they
don't feel . it's necessary to go
out of state to find a job," Whitfield said.
Jn addition to economic
development and education,
Roy said he will push for funding prescription medicine for
senior citi7ens. He supports a
deductible program through
Medicare. He also wants to
make health care affordable for
those starting out in a new

to convey that it was more dangerous with people
driving to Tennesst.>e, drinking and driving b,1ck
home than it would be if people could walk down
the street and drink," he said.
John Dale, minister at Glendale Road Church of
Christ and a member of the Murray/Callaway
County Dry l.e<~gue, said this year's vote is different
from the previous others. lt is an entirely new discussion, therefore, less objectionable to most people.
"I do feel however that it is a :.tep in that dirc~c
tion," Dale said. "If we already have it, why wouldn't they liberalize it even more?"
Huth said in 1985 the campaign against going wet
was driven by fear and miscommunication.
"Many people in Murray did not know what a wet
community would be like,'' he said. "They even
went as far as to put up posters saying HaUowecn
would have to be canceled if the ,·ote were to pass

bec,,use kids would be hit by all the drunk drivers."
Dale said the names of the people who signed the
rl!ferendum were published, which c.lUsed some
individuals to stop doing business with other~.
Huth said many people felt rest>ntment toward
MSU students at that time because the perception
was they were registering to vote on something that
would not affect them after they lett Murray,
Coursey sc1id the state attorney general coordinated an effort in 1988 to require Murray State students
registered to vote to license their automobiles here
and buy a city sticker.
In both the 1985 and 1988 vote, neither were
allowed to be held the same day as the general election, unlike this yeM's vote.
" I think both sides will reap btmdits since il is
with the presidential elections," Dale said . "l hope
we can win by a larger number and percentage this
time."

WINSLOW: DuriQg busy times, workers help each other
From Page 1
Wilson also said she enjoys the camaraderie she
and her workers :;hare.
"We work together really well," Wilson said. ''If
one line is short staffed and our line is not, we'll
go over and help."
Hollingsworth said she has a very cooperative

staff, who try to cater to the students.
"I think every student should work in Winslow
a while, just to see how things are done,"
Hollingsworth said.
After scooping potatoes one after another,
ladling gravy and going home with a backache, I
agree with Hollingsworth. It was definitely no
ball.
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career.
Whitfield said the making
health care more affordable was
one of his top priorities. He supports a p rescription drug benefit program for senior citizens
and allowing them to deduct
health insurance premiums
from tax liability.
Whitfield said the difference
between him and his challengt.>r
is experience.
"He (Roy) has never had a
legislative job before," Whitfield said.
Whitfield and his wife, Con·
nie, have bt.-en married for 9
years. He has one daughter,
Kate, 29, from his first marriage.
Whitfield served in the Kentucky House of Representatives
from 1974-75 ,md began his
term in the U.S. House in 1995.
He resides in Hopkinsville.
Roy and his wife, Kennita,
have been married for 25 years
and have two children, }o<lnna,
25, and Becky, 22. He lives in
Benton and is a member of the
First Baptist Church there.
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